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CHAPTER 39

COMMENTS

Jurisdictfonal age limit is
A.
19.

A.
Age limit for jurisdictional
control is 21.

B.
Detention hearing must be
held in 48 hours, excluding
Sundays and legal holidays.

B.
Detention hearing must be held
in 24 hours excluding Saturdays,
Sundays, and legal holidays.

C,
Cannot hold a person in
detention longer than 21 days
without having commenced
adjudicatory hearing; allows up
to 60 days of extension of this
time limit; after adjudication
a person can be held in deten
tion for 15 days with a possi
ble extension of 15 days;
right to a speedy trial within
90 days replaces language
that a delinquency petition will
be mandatorily dismissed if not
filed within 30 days of com
plaint referral.

C.
14 day limit on holding in
detention without adjudicatory
hearing; allows for a person to be
held 30 days in detention without
adjudication; states that if a de
linquency petition is not filed
within 30 days from complaint it
must be dismissed.

Prior to July 1, 1977, conflicts existed between the
statute and Rules of Juvenile Procedure as to the time
limits. In July the Rules were conformed to the Chapter
39 requirements, such as 24 hour detention limit before
hearing and 14 day detention prior to adjudicatory hearing.
The Senate Bill reinstates many of the old Rules' time
limitations.
The Rules must comply with the statutory
time limits because of the Supreme Court decision that
such things are substantive and not procedural.
The Rules
do contain the 90 day speedy trial requirement.
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PLACEMENT IN A JAIL

Judge can have a juvenile
placed in jail in certain
cases.
III.

Language allowed intake officer
to order a juvenile to a jail.

Reports of some abuse of this section by Intake.

Required intake to determine
legal sufficiency.

The decision as to the legal sufficiency of the complaint
or report requires legal knowledge which the average

COMPLAINTS

Intake officer only makes a
determination of the

Issues CS/SB 119
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CHAPTER 39

intake officer generally does not have. The major concern
with the report or complaint is that it be complete.

completeness of the complaint
filed.
IV.

FILING OF AN INFORMATION

The State Attorney is given an
additional option for handling
the juvenile case. He could
file an information on the
juvenile if the juvenile is 16
or 17 at the time he allegedly
committed a felony and he had
been found to have committed a
delinquent act previously which
could be classified as felony
or he had been twice committed
to DHRS for delinquent acts
which could be classified as
misdemeanors. Burden is on
the juvenile to prove that
he does not meet criteria.
V.

Does not provide the State
Attorney with this option.

Under present law, the State Attorney has two methods
of getting a juvenile to adult court: through the grand
jury procedure for indictment or through the waiver
procedures in the juvenile court. An information allows
the State Attorney to circumvent the juvenile system in
cases with juveniles meeting the criteria and go directly
to the adult system. According to Youth Services,
approximately 5,000 juveniles would meet the criteria
listed. (Currently, there are approximately 800 juveniles
per year who are waived to adult court.) Whether or not
the State Attorney will utilize this option is impossible
to determine at this time.

There is currently no statutory
provision for the subsequent
treatment of juveniles in the
judicial process once they
have been transferred to the
circuit court's criminal di
vision, tried, and convicted.

Testimony heard at Judiciary-Criminal Committee hearings
and results of the House HRS Committee's Juvenile Justice
Questionnaire suggest that such juveniles should be handled
in the adult system for subsequent offenses.

Does not speak to how adult court
should handle disposition.

This attempts to get adult court judge to take a close
look at juvenile's history, etc., before determining
sentencing.

ONCE WAIVED, ALWAYS WAIVED

Once a juvenile has gone to the
adult system for prosecution and
he is convicted from that time
forward he shall be treated as
an adult for any subsequent
violations of law.
VI.

COMMENTS

ADULT DISPOSITION

If a juvenile is tried as an
adult, and is convicted, the
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CHAPTER 39

COMMENTS

disposition hearing is required
to follow certain procedures and
requires the judge to consider
criteria like that which is
considered at juvenile waiver
hearings.
VII.

DISPOSITIONAL ALTERNATIVES IN JUVENILE CASES

The length of commitment is in
The court may set a determinate
term of commitment to DHRS facil determinate and is left to DHRS
ities up to 3 months. Any term of to handle on an individual basis.
commitment over 3 months is to be
indeterminate. Neither the deter
minate nor indeterminate commitment
shall exceed the maximum term of
imprisonment an adult serves for the
same offense. Juvenile can be dismissed
at any time by the department. Proced
ure for a request to reduce the term
of commitment is provided by motion to
the court within 60 days of disposition.
VIII.

If the court is given the authority to begin making any
kind of determinate commitment to the Department, then
the door is opened for the possibility of the law being
changed and the courts being given the authority to make
all commitments determinate.
This is a precedent that
should be considered carefully.
The average length of
commitment now in HRS is between 6 and 8 months. The
statement concerning the maximum terms of commitment will
serve to prevent juveniles who have committed a lesser
violation of law from being detained for an inordinate
period of time.

JUVENILE RIGHTS

The rights of the juvenile are
spelled out. Such rights as
the rights of discovery, funda
mentally fair hearings, evi
dentiary proof beyond a
reasonable doubt in delin
quency hearings, opportunity
to introduce evidence and
cross examine witnesses,
against self-incrimination
and illegal seizure, and the
right to counsel.

Some of these rights are
espoused in CH 39 but not all.
The child must be advised of
his right to an attorney and
his right to remain silent.
The rules of evidence are to be
those used in civil cases and
not criminal cases as espoused
in CS/SB 119.

Many rights of juveniles stated in recent case law were
not included in Chapter 39 language.

Issues CS/SB 119 -- Continued
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IX.

Speaks only of probation.

None.

Does not refer to escape from a
juvenile facility.

The Department of HRS had requested that escape from
detention be made a crime because this had come to be
a real problem and there was no sanction that could be
imposed. They, however, requested training schools not
be included because they were generally open campuses
and because they had sanctions they could impose on such
escapees administratively.
The penalty for escape for
an adult is a 2nd degree felony.

ESCAPE

An escape from a training school
or a secure detention facility is
to be considered a violation of
law and punishable as a felony
of the 3rd degree.

XI.

COMMENTS

COMMUNITY CONTROL PROGRAM

Changes reference to probation
to "Community Control Program."
This program is required to
include a penalty, i.e., resti
tution, curfew, public service,
etc., and a rehabilitation
program.
X.

CHAPTER 39

FINGERPRINTING AND PHOTOGRAPHING

Makes the fingerprinting and
photographing of juveniles
discretionary but expands it to
all juveniles who are taken into
custody for any violation of law-
not just a felony. Records on
juveniles committed are to be
purged as other FDCLE records are.
Permits photographs to be used
for the purposes of victim identi
fication.

Fingerprints and photographs are
mandated for felony offenses.
Silent on others being finger
printed or photographed. Requires
records to be destroyed when
juvenile reaches 21.
Does not
allow photographs to be used in
victim identification.

The destruction of records of juveniles who did not
commit the crime is still discretionary with the judge.
The destruction of records is not uniform throughout the
state. CS/SB 119 does not change this.

1SSU8S
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CHAPTER 39

COMMENTS

JUVENILE TRAFFIC OFFENSES JURISDICTION

If waived to circuit court, a
juvenile who has been found
guilty of two or more previous
traffic offenses within six
months can be adjudicated de
linquent on his 3rd offense.

Permits waiver to circuit court
for traffic offenses but is not
specific as to the offense.

Testimony received by the Senate Judiciary-Criminal
Committee and House HRS Committee suggested that the
lack of specific criteria for certification has allowed
the optional jurisdiction over traffic offenses to be
used indiscriminately in some areas.

DEPENDENCY
I.

UNGOVERNABLE JUVENILE

The ungovernable juvenile is
now considered to be a de
pendent child only.
II.

First time ungovernable is a
dependent, 2nd time is to be a
delinquent.

If the current law remains, the state stands to lose
$1.7 million per year in LEAA funds.

Not defined.

By using the term or phrase "physically restricting" it is
inferred that there will be bars on windows, heavy locked
doors, etc. -- in essence, a detention home for dependents.
If this is the case, it would cost the state a great deal
of money to build or contract for use of such facilities.
There are over 25,000 runaways per year, a large number
from out of state. Secure shelter that is not physically
restricting but involves only 24 hour supervision is also
going to require funding. The cost would, however, be
less. The rate of runaways leaving the non-secure
attention homes under Youth Services at one time was
6�; however, these places did not require 24-hr.
around the clock supervision.

SECURE SHELTER DEFINITION

It is defined as being a physically restricting facility which
provides 24 hour continual supervision for the temporary care of
a juvenile who is ungovernable
or who is a runaway.

ISSUPS
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III.

Refers only to juveniles being
advised of rights to counsel.

A recent ruling of the federal court in Miami states
that counsel must be provided for parents as well as
children in dependency cases. The Department of HRS
has estimated that this provision will cost approxi
mately $8 million.

Current statute requires that the
State Attorney represent the state
in contested cases only.

This proposed change will have a fiscal impact.

Leaves the appointment discretion
ary with the court.

Making this mandatory will have a fiscal impact. SES
suggests that a designation of responsibility be made
for the cost of this appointment.

DEPENDENCY CASES

The State Attorney is required
to represent the State in all
dependency proceedings.
V.

COMMENTS

RIGHT TO COUNSEL

States that both the parent
and the child are entitled to
counsel at all stages of a
dependency proceeding.
If
they cannot afford counsel,
then counsel will be
appointed. States costs
shall be assessed as set out
in Chapter 27.
IV.

CHAPTER 39

GUARDIAN AD LITEM

Requires that a guardian
ad litem be appointed for a
juvenile when after diligent
search a guardian or parent
cannot be located or fails to
respond to a summons. This
does not apply to adoption
proceedings.

June 15, 197e
,--,,

(AS ?,\SSED BY THE LEGISLATURE)
1978

in jail or detention centers for 2� hours cnC.cr certain circu�stanccs;
clarifies the provisio;1s for severing parental rights.

n.OIU!l\ l-lOl'SE or- HEPl(ESE:'\TATIVES
rw,-.\1 l.)L n ( v.1:11.s,.. ,1,,,J(Ht-.: L RYA:.': s: .. ,;., �T,,-,;.,rT
cu.,1,11rru: o:•; HEAi.TI! & Rt:HAO!LITATl\'E Sf.Jl\'ICf:.c:i

The chart �ttached to this report ident fies e�ch substAntivc
change by p�ge and line, and provides the ntcnt �chind e�ch change.
Clarifications and technical chanses �r� n t iCentified nor
explained in the chart.
EXPLA'.,.:\TIO�J OF CHt..":GES

June 15, 1978
E!iint CorJon
c....., ....,..,...
0.11,·id J. i..A•hmnn. '.",LD.
A
RE?ORT
SCE�'.!TTED
TO
v..,. Cb..,, -..-. TH£ CCY.'-HT'.:'EE o:-: HL,\LTri A.'=O ?...EHA.B;LITJ..TIVE SEi\VICES
RE:

!ID 195(i by Cor.-:-iittec on P.?.$ (CS/CS/Sil 119 p,·,ss:::o}
RZ\'IS!OS O?' CBA?7E:l 39: J,.;•Jc:1.ilcs; JuC:icial Trcat:r,c:it

Part I
General Provisicns
1.

A short ':itle, "The Florida Juvenile Justice Act,� and an
exp,:mdc<l statc�ent of intent is added. ,'\s ��ci�CeC, t�e intent
a:id purposes scctio� o� t�c chap:cr rc!lcct a st�tute ::ore pc�al
in neturc thAn in the present la�.

P�-::)BL:s:-:
Duri�g the 19iG lc�islotive session, �P?rox:�ately t�irty
bills ,..·,:-::-e int.rO'::.'...:ce<..: and re:"e::-::-cc! tc the Eousc :-!?.S Co:-:-�'71ittce
,,,hie� so,_;;h':. to a::-:c:--.d varioi.!s sectic:-:s o: Chz?ter 39, Ju\"e:-:iles;
J"..!dicial T:·�at:-:icr.t. Tt:c vo!t.::T!C .}:1d SCC:")e of bills introC.1..:ced
clea=l)· po1:-:�cd to t�c �id�s�read frt.:stra:ion c! c itizens a:ie
legislators alike �ith the existing jt.:venilc justice systc�.

2.

Throt.:sh extensive tcsti�=:iy receiv�d at pu�lic hearings,
S"..!!Jc-:,:-:::it..tce �ee:t.!.n::;s, ar.d res;,c:ises to .::::i q,Jestionnc\i :-c, tl":e
Subco:-:7.:i':.tce has Cevclopcd ,'l n.1jor legisl..:i.tivc pacJ,:age ,.,,hic!"i
at:e�pts to ccr=ect so�e o! t�e prcjlc�s :hat rela:e to �elin
q�en: a�d de�enCent ch.:.ldre:1.
�!��T T�S 3!�� DOSS

iviC�s Ch�p:er 33 i�to four ?ar�s: P�rt I ���cral
art !! Delir.�u-:-:1cy Cr:scs; Pe=t III Cc:')c:--.Ccn,:y C<Jscs;
nte:st�tc Cc�?�Ct on Jt.:vo:1ilcs. �!any 0! the deletions
in ?�:t II of the bill r��le�t changes �h�t ��re
or�e� to se�ara:e dc�e��oncy la:i;uage fr0� delir.s�ency

The najor su�stanti�c changes con:aircd in the bill incluCe the
!ollo�ing: the category o! �ngove=nable child is deleted; authorizes
the State A torney to file a:i infor.:iu�ion asainst certain children;
cxtc:1=:s cc:r air. ti::c fra;.,cs :or juc.:.cial p:ocessing of delinquency
cases; pro� Ces a pe:ialty for escape; allows runaways to be placed
.Y."'T'"••R 'f\;..,..�...Jl,5:.o.."' O........,,,

�- 01., Ko.- Off\n e .. lJdJ"C, T.Jlahu..... ncrido

J�

(�) '85-LlJS

�01(1) - p. s; 1. 1-10 -- C.e!'.:.:-:<?s "c!.=ar.S-:::;1eC."
P.rescnt law a'.!t�orizes the co...:rt to per:-'<�r.cntly c�:"."-":'lit a
child !or adoption ��en the child has be�n abn�clo;1ed for a period
of one year. It is unclear, hc�ever, cs to cxac'tl;' w:":at
co�stitutcs a�andon�cnt. 7hc bill �e���cs "abando��d" ��d
reduces t�e pericC. to be considered by the court in �eclaring
abanConrnenc from one year to six �o:it�s. T�c de!initicn o!
"u.b.1:1Cc�cd" i:; :>u;.cd 0:1 cs1sc la·,.• .:.:1 a: least 5::.:-: sta::es, in
cluding Flo:rida. L'.:.kc "a�ando�eC," the ��y te:r�s ' 'a�use" and
"neglect'' ore no� de!incC in present la�. ,:l:�c�t u spec.f_c
defi:-:iticn for these ter�s, co�rts lac� explicit gui��li�cs by
...,.hich to declare .i child Cc::,-::r::::.c:-:t o:- to :e:-T,i:1"tc p.:.'!.re:-:tal
rights. Conscqi.:ently, so:ne ci�'.:.ldren •,;:"lo :-:-ii-;:-:t c::her·..:ise b�
freed for ado?ticn, huve to rc�,1i:1 i:i fos::cr care or in a:1 e:1vircn
rnent t:-:at is de=ri�e:1tal to t�eir �cll-�eing. By Cefinir.g
"aba�do:1cd,'' ''abuse'' and ''neglect," a�t cst.i�l s�ing such co:1duct .}5 grocnts �or �eclaring � c�ild �c��n�cn or for severing
p�rc�::s11 rights, t�c ��:>ig�ity ::hat l��.:.ts ccu t acticn .!.n sc�e
depcr.Cer.cy cases is clirainatcd.

As a result of this !rustratio:i, Cnairperson Elaine Gorecn
requcstc� 3:-:d rccei,·ed a?proval for the est�blish�e:-it of the Ad
Eoc St:bc0:-::.ittce on C�i!C:ren and Yo-.:.':h. This St.::>cc:-,::1ittee ,.;as
c rea:cd !or the pri�.}ry pt.:rposc of u:-:�erta�ing a co�prehe�si�e
and unified st-.:.C.y o! the la�s af�cc:i:-:g youthful o!fenCers a:id
has purst.:eC. �his o�ject1ve !or the past two yc�rs.

T�c bill
Prcvisi::-�,s;
a�� Part !V
��ich a�?c�=
neccssa�y in
languac;c.

S39.OO1 -:- pp. 3-� -- Pro·;ides a shcrt title and amcnCs the
purposes sect1O:i.

3.

S3J_.0_l_L�l - p. 5, 1: ll-1( -- Ce:i�es "abuse."
The fefinition closely t�a::-ks la:1gua�e in t�e child a�use
and ad�lt abuse stati.:tes, �hich �ere a�c�:ed by the Legisla::cre
in 1917 after a previous de�inition in the child abuse statute
had been declared �nconsititutionul. The langu.i�e adopted in
1977 has yet to be challenged in court. (See definition o!
"abandoned" for additional infomation.)

-3-

/6.

T s chu:19c a�tr.orize� the dcpar:�cnt to place an adult
in a c ld 's ho�e t::-itil a purcnt, lcc;.:il guardian o:- relative
can as �c ch�rgc of the cl1ild. In many c�ses, ?lacing a
c.:irc�ti l'r-/ho:-•.•:·..1'.-:cr in t!ie J-.c:ne may ::."e less trau1TI2.tic fc:- t'."le
chilc!. .1nr.! no:-0 co::;t-e:fectivc tha:, placi:1; the c�1ild a·.,uy from
ho:nc.

This Ccfinitio:'l ,..-as ar.-.e:-iC�d to p=ccl:..iC.c a r'"t..1.rried person
from bein� decla=cd dcpcnde:-it. Since na�ricd mi:-iors, i�
accord.:\:-icc ,..-ith s. 743.01, F.S., :nay ''perfo� all .,cts t:-1.J.t he
co\1!d pcr!or� if �ct a �i:-ior," they are responsible for their
0\.7, •,...ell-::�i�g .:,.:,,: r,ccC n-=-t be declared de:;;endc;1t as a result
of t�c action or inaction of thci:- ?�rents.

V 11.

51?.01(9) - p. 6, 1. 7-19 -- a:-:c:,ds the rl.efinitic:1 of
R�C?C�ce:it c!:ild.R

-12.

A3.

§39_.Q__l_{_l_0J - p. 6, 1. 20-28 -- Ccfines "co:.-�unity control."

__,/2.

,/9.

V 10.

S)'J.01 (7) - p. 5, l. 28-31 -- a:::en-::!s the Cc!inition of
·"child--:-•-

7�c Cc�i:iitic:i of ••�i?e:-:�cnt c�ild'' i:-: existing la� is
vague i� tha� it incorpor�tes locsely co:-istructed, t.:��efir.ed
tcr�s ��1 p�rases such �s ''h�s :-iot prC?C'r ?a=�:-ital ��??�rt,
�ainte�ance, care or ;ua=�ians�i?," or ''is li�i:-ig in a �one
�hie�, by reaso:-i of neglect, cruelty, or de?ravity, or other
adverse condition of a parent or other pc:-son in ��ose care the
child �'!.Y be, is an t.::-i!it place for �i:::." J1.s stated in tr.e
pre·�·:o·Js ex-;>la:-:2.tion of "a0.1nConed," the Cefinition c: a
Ce�enCc�t child is raade �ore explicit by esta�lis�ing tha: a
child ��v be aCicticatee dc�cnden� in accoreancc �ith ter�s
s:..ic� as �a��nclo;cd," "'ab�se� ane ''ne�lect,R ��ic� are clearly
Ccfi:.�d.

/a .
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S39.0l(5) - p. 5, l. 23-27 -- defines "caretaker/homemaker."

4.

5.

June 15, :978

by "'c;��.c
ize� �=og
who ��s b
deli:-.�1..:-:?r.
pre;=.:,:-..

n

:�t ��;��o�� "?��;���.t���y,..-���;���� �c:�; :�� ��I�1��alchild
a� �hich restricts o= li�its the freedo� o!
en adju�ica�cd del�r.��ent or had an adj�dica io� cf
y •,.-it:1:1eld a:1.d. · ·as
.. placeC in a co.:-..'7.·..::,ity cor: ::cl
R

e

§3'.LCl(!.2) - p. 7, 1. 1-5 -- ce:ines "c=!.sis hc:-:1e."

C=i5is hc�es arc ho��likc facilities for the :e�Forary
place�.c�t c! delinquent or depende�� children ��ic� are currently
useC by :�e CcFart�cnt, b�t �ere not �efined in the statutes.
§39 .01 (21) - p. 8, l. 8-27 -- expands the Ge�i:--iition of
juvenile tra�f1c offenses w�ich are co�sidercd delins�ent
ac'.:.s.
This chan�c includes the follc�ing traffic of!en:es as
dclinq�ent acts:
(a)

Driving �ithout a restricted operator's license if under
t�e age of 16, and

,,_\ 15, 1978

(b) Drivi:ig �ithout a valid O?erator's license or w�ile the
license is suspended or revoked.

§39.01(22) p. 8, l. 26-31; p. 9, l. l-3 -- a'."lec:!s the
definit1cn o! ''lcg�l custcty."

The last sentence of t�is Ce!inition as it a��ears i:i
currc:,t la� has been inc0r��rated into ?art III o�· the bill,
since it is s�bstantive in nature. �he se:,tence, �hich reads,
"A., agency granted legal custoCy shal 1 have t'."lc right to determine
where a�e wi'.:.h �ho� the child shall live, but �:i inCivid�al
granted legal custody shall exercise all rights a:id duties
perso?1aliy i.::1lcss othen.•isc orc!ered by the court," a;:pears
on page 79, lines 2G through 30 in the section relating to
"Po�crs anc! dispositio:1."
§39.01(23) - p. 9, !. i;-6 -- a:--enCs t:-i.e C.c:inition of
"licc:1sed child-cari�g institution."

The �c
since ''inst
for.n o! ca

n tio:-i replaces "licensed chilc!-ca:-ing institution·
� ion" ccn�otatcs a �ore rcgi�e:-itec! a:1d nore c!rastic
h.:t.'1 does ".:ic_;e:ic/."

§39.01(25) - p. 9, 1. 12-16 -- Cefines "lif;ely to injure
oneself."
This �efinition is ac!ded to clari:y ne� languase C.ealing
with t!1e t::cat;,�nt of certain runa·,:ays. It is dra...,:1 ve:-batim
from the na�er Act, Cha?ter 394, f.S. 7he te=m is used only
in the �e� r�na�ay provis�o:i that a??ears on page 66, li�es
10 th:-ou-;;:'l 21.

39.0l(26) - -p. 9, l. 17-19 -- c!c:"i:-ics "likely to ir:j1..::-e
othc:-s."
Sarr.e us above

,_,/14.

✓ls .

§39.01(27) - p. 9, l. 20-30; p. 10, 1. 1-2 -- defines
"neglc.:t.

?his Cefiniticn is c!ra·...-:1 directly !
statute, Cha?te:- 827, f.S., excc?t that
p:-otccti�g a parc:'lt er gc.J.rdian legi:i�2.
rclic;io�s belie!$ �as a�c!c6 in the Ce�in
Ch.:ip<:er 39. For �dC.itior.;il i:-ifo!.""7nat.!.on,
the definition of ''aban�o:ice."

c� the c:1ilC. i!bcsc
c!:::!iticnal lanc;u2.se
cly ?ractici�g his
t�o:i !:iclu�cd in
see cxpl.:i.:-iutio:'l for

539.01{28) - ?· 10, 1. 3-6 -- C.c!ines "r.o:1sccure shelter.•

This de!init!on rcplAces �:1d tr�cks �or�i�g c! the cxis:!ng
ter.:-i "shelter." No:.securc shelter" is used to :na�:e a clear
distinction between the type of shelter in �hich anv de�e:,c!e�t
child m�y be placed and the "secure sheltcr R (Ge�Wtion t31)
in ,..-hich o�lv certain pro=ilcm ru.,awavs, as provided for on p.
66, lines-ro:-21, m3y be placed. SinC"e the \..·ord �no:isecurc"
is ir.cluded in the new term, the last se:iter.cc of the existing
"shelter" definitio:1, stating, "A shelte= is us'Jally p�ysically
unrestricting," is deleted.

-5✓
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.5_3_9.01(31) - p. 10, 1. 16-21 -- C.cfines Rsccure shelter."
This definition is included in order to specify t��t only
ccrt�in pro�lc:, runa��ys m�y be p!accd in a physically restrict
in-:; ��1c·ltcr.
S-)'),01(32) - p. 10, 1. 22-23 -- arr.ends the definition o!:
Rs�eJ t�T·•·--

/i2.

H/,'\ - deletes Cef::.nitio:-: o! ''unc;_:cvernablc chilC."

✓ 23
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§39.02 (l) - p. 11, 1. 12-22 -- ch.3:·l.(Je in t�e ci:-cuit cc..:rt's
ju:-isCic':.!On 1nvolvi:1g jt:vcr:ilc traf�ic o!!'cnses.
7�e c���':.y co�=t presc:-: ly has ori�i�al ju:-isd�ction ove:
juve:-:ile t=a!fic o!!cn�e, �.:. h a�tho::-ity to ccrti!y to the
circuit co�r: those cases �h ch t�e county judge feels arc �ctter
ha:-.Cl-:?C :::y t�e circuit court. Testi:.'ior:y t2.:.:.e:i by the St::)co:-'..-:;ittee
sug,;ests tl":2.-: tt-.e laci-: of spccif.:.c cri':.cri.::i. for- ccrtificc:tio:1 has
allo�ed the optional jt:risdiction o�er j�vcnile tri3ffic of!enses
to �c �se0 i��isc::-i�.'..n3':.cly i:-: sc�e a::-eas. This change p=oviCcs t��: a c:-'lilC r.·J$t ha·:e ��c;i :'ct.::i<l guilty of : ....·o or r..ore
previous tr.J.:'fic of:'cnscs i:1 the county court v•ithir'! six r..onths
or alle�cd to h.:i.·:c co,::-.:i.ttcd one of the five traffic of.:enses
�csig:-:a�ed as deli�quent acts i� o=der to transfer jurisCiction
of a juvc:iil� tra:'f ic o.:!�n�cr to the ci:-cuit court.

S39.02(4) - p. 13, 1. 14 -- changes the circ�it court's
age ju::-:sC1ct10:i over an allegeC delir.quent fro� 21 to 19 years
of age.
Retention of jurisdiction �i':.hin the juvenile j�stice sys
tem of persc:is over 19 yea::-s of age was deemed inappropriate
because of the recent char.gc in the age of �ajority.

§3?.02(5) (d) - p. 15, 1. 5-10 -- ch,1:1gc i:, t�e circuit
court's (juve�ilc Civision) jurisCiction over .:i. child previo�sly
transferred to cri�inal division, co:ivic�ed, and b�ck be!ore
the courc en a subsc��ent charsc.
Thc�e is currently no statutory provision for the s�b
se�u�:,t trcat�e�t o! chil�::-en in the jcdicial pre=ess once t�ey
have been transfer:-ed to the circuit court's c�i�inal e::.vision,
tried, and convicted. Testi�o�y fro� p�blic �ca�ings and rc51:lts !re� the J�vc:,ilc Ju�ticc c�cstionn�!rc !��1c�tc t��t
sue� chil�ren arc best ha�Cle� in t�c cri�inal tivision 2.s if
they �ere adults fa� any subs0q�cnt allcsrd o!fe:ise.
§:39.03{½) - p. 18, l. 19-31; p. .i..9, l. 1-15 -- S':''.::S
forth in t!�e s:atutcs the p::-ocedu=cs fo:- the filing c! a
co��laint.
These procedures are ct:rrently pro�ided in the Rules of
Juvenile Procedure as adopted �y the S-..:.pre�e Co�rt. T�c a??li
caticn of these proceC.cres, ho�cver, varied a�o:-:9 the la�
enforce:-::ent asencies anC circ·.Jit cot.:rts. T�e ir.cL:.sio:, of '.::�csc
proceC.ures in the statutes ._,,.as inteP.ded to �ss....:rc i:',c:-e -..:.:-.::.!c:-:-:'I
ar?licat:.on.

PcJ.r'.:. r I
9cli:-:����=v Ca�es
Ji9.

§39.02151 {c) - p. 1(, 1. 25; p. 15. l. 2 -- extends
fro� 1� to 21 days the ti�c period allowed for seekin� a gra:id
jury indict�ent of a juvenile.
This change �as dec�ed r:ecessar)" because the c�rre�t
processing ti�� for a gru:,d jury seekins �n in�ict�cnt is
21 coys.

Th::.s dc!inition inclcdrs bo':.h ·nonsccure shelter" and
"secure shelter." ::C'TE: Tt-.c e>:istir.g :er.-:,, "s:tclter care" is
deleted, since it is co;ifus:i.ng, un:-:eccssary verbage and is not
used in the revision.
This dc!inition is deleted in the bill bcc�usc it permitted
st2.tus o!'[c:-, dcrs, •,.,·ho h,:!.d not co:-::.--:,itteC a c::-i:-ic, to be treated
as Ccli�����ts. With the u:-:govcr:ia�lc provision in the statutes,
it �as li�ely that Florida's !unds unde= �he federnl Juvenile
Jus<:.ice and Delinquency ?:rc·:cntio:1 l,ct of 19i4 -....·c•Jld be jeopardized
because the act requi::-es that'' ... jt:vc:iiles �ho are charged
,,,:i<:.� or �..1vc cc::-:--::i'.:.ted offe:-:scs that \.:culc: no'.:. be cri;:-in.?.l
if c0:7'--.it'.:.ed by a., .:id�lt, s�.i.11 not Cc ?laccc! ir: juvcr.ilc
dctenticn or correction..11 facilities."
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S39.03(5) - p. 19, l. l�-15 -- statutorily at.:tho:-i:cs
the t.:se o! police Civersion.
D�c to the !act t�at curr :it la� �as silent on the s-..:.�ject,
so�e la� er.!o::-cc�c�t ��encics clt t�at they ti� net �ave t�e
aut�ority :o t.:se police divers en.

�

2 5.

§39.031 and §2.• 032 - ?· 19, 1. 16-17 -- ? !"asr<".p�s anC.
subscc�lcns of sect 0:1 39,03 rcsarding !ir.qcrt� nting, F�oto
gra��ing �nC d�tent on a�c rC?C�led. These su� ects a:-e
ad�rcssed in �c� se :10:-:s 3,.031 ��a 3?.032.
T�i.s che�c::-c was p-...:.rcly !o:- pur?<)ses of cl�::-ity and r.-,ore
efficient statutory org��i:�:ion.

�6.

§)9.031(1) - ?• 19, l. 19-21 -- authorizes la.,_· en!o::-ce:7.cnt
agencies to f�:igerp:- int and photograph any child ta�en into
custody upon ?rob.?�le cause t�a: he ha$ cc:-:-.,:.t:.cc an ac: ....-:--:ich
would be a violation of law. c�rr�nt la� or.ly applies to c�ild
re:, alle9ed to hi3ve cor:---:iittcd
..
a felony.
Chapte= 39 does not ?=escntly ad�ress the iss�e o! fin�e=
printing und photog=aphing children allegeC to have co:-::.'7,itted
an offense which would be a �isde�canor i! the c�ild we::-e an
adult. Attorney General O?inion 076-214, ho�ever, stated t�at
any child taken into custody for an of!cnse �hich would be a

-7nisf��ca:ior if he �e:e an adult co�ld be fing
photogra��-ed. The r<1ti,:,::.:Jle y;.:is that the Leg
intr•n•!"...·d t0 pr0t(.'Ct juvc·nil� ;.1isf:<·:-r
, .,n.1nt!., :::;
.'.'tutJ,,,rj;,,-:1 ju·.·v11ilc- trcJ:fir: offcnr":•:r� t.o b•.! f
r!ioto111·apr."c.
�7.

Jia.

/�.
3o.

rprintcd and
slature h.J d not
ncr. the· r.:t.."J.tut<?
�gcrprir.Ll:<l ond

Curre11t law p::-ovi�cs that la� c�force�ent �ust tak e finger
prints end photogr2��5 o! nny c�ild ca��� into ccstc�y U?On
prc!:::-.:i.blc cc;;:;<;? th.Jt �� co:-.'71ittcc! �n act ,.,,h.ich ....-oulC be a felony
if lie �ere an adult. Since situations occur in ��ich a dctai�
ing o!ficer �ig�it tecitic th�t such rec�rrls we�c not �eces�ary,
c!ia:1gc to �he •...·o::-d ":-:-,u:''' pc-:-:"".its t�e o!ficcr to use his
discretion as nccCed.

1.

/

32

Ch�pt':!= 39 doe� net p::-cse�tly allow la� enfo:-ce�e�t to
us� juvc�ile p!ic:c�ra?�S �o::- pcrpcses o! victi� identification.
7:,is li�i:�tic� c� �nvcsti�ntivc techniq�cs n�y slc�, if not
co�;!etcly i��c�e i� ccrt�in ci=cu�sta�ces, full discovery .
On t�e othc::- ha�d there is a need to find the prc�er balance
bet�c0n :�c prote t:0:1 of :�c ju�c�ile's rishts and the use o!
certain i�vestiga ive �etho�s. ?c=nitting la� c�force�ent to use
t�ei= �isc::-e:ion n s�o�ing juvenile photcg=aphs to victi�s
sce�ingly st::-i�cs the p:-opcr bala�ce.
539.032{2) (:>} - ?· 22, 1. 19-21 -- limits the placer..cnt of
.:i c:-lil::! i� cic::.':!nt.ior: cure to u. crisis �c:-:-.c u:--:Ccr ce:-tn::.n
ci=c·..::-.sta:'"'ces.
:--:e� solely becaus0 t�e=c is no �espo:1::-elative available to provide s�per�as felt t��t place�ent in a �etcntion
d, -.:.hc=c!°-.:;:e, o::ly crisis �o�cs :;:li!ll

�3.
_ 34.
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Currc�t law prc�ibits the tra::sportation of c�ild=cn and
ac!ults i:, the su:r-.e police car unlo:-ss they ...,·ere in·:olvcd in the
sa!':'".e of!'ense. It ·..·cs felt thn':. this p::-ovisicn was unduly
rest::-ictive in th..1t certain circu:;.stu.:,ces r.tay require the trans
portatio:1 o: c:lilci=cn and adults in t:,c sa�e police car.

l 07 B

§39.032(4) - o. 23, 1. 18 -- rc:-noval cf aut:lorit·.- for
placing a child in° jcil i:1 certain ci:cu:7'St.<1:1C{'S fro::i· :.:,c inta:':e
wori-:.cr �n<l giving 5ucll .,1.:thority to the court ,"\lc:,c.

J

S39_.032(5)

(a.)

-

p. 2¼, 1. 7 -- sa::ic as f30 on pac;::e i.

§39.032(5) (c) - p. 2.;, 1. 23 -- cxte:7ds the tir. e ;-e:-iod
fo� a:7 aCJudicntory hearin� !or child�e:7 in detention !re� 14
to 21 days.
Tl1is chance �.ls incl�dcd bec��sc ti,c courts a:1� �ta�cs
attorney �ere �:7ablc to adc�uatcly Frcpare for �n .'.'tdjudic�cory
hearing �it�in l< days.
§39.032{5 (C - ?· �t., 1. 2'J-31; p. 25, l. l-: -- p::-�·: C.:s:�
that�� child
�:d i:7 �ete�tion !or �o=-� th,l:7 15 d��s != :c�inc•
an order o! ad�� ca:io:7; allo�s !o::- an cx:e�sio:: of 1� Ca�·
upon a s:,c�i�g of gco<l cause.
Cur:::-c�t la� F==�iecs t�at a c�ild �ay be held n de
fo:::- 30 days after �:7 o:::-dcr c! �djcdic�tion. Becaus it
dcpartr:-.ental poi..ic_,.- t:1.:it t::e p:::-ed1spositic:1al re�cr be
parcd �ithin 5 days and �c=��se o! the c�:-rc�t over ro��
in the detcnticn ce�tcrs, it ��s detc::-�i�ed that th c�r
ti�e requirement should be rcd�ccd.

36.

c�tion
s a
:::-e
�?
cnt

�==

§39.04(2) -p. 26, 1. J-lG -- c��:--:�c fro� the �ta�c o!!iccr
making a f1n�1ng of
su!!icie�cy as to t�e re
o:CC�?lzint, to a !'i�di�g that t�e ::-c?=rt c::- co�?lai
is
CODplcte.
The fccisicn as to :�c legal su!ficie�cy o! t�e cc��:ai�t
or repo�t rcG�ires legal knowlcCgc w�ich cl,e avera;c in:a�c
officer ge�crally Cocs not have. The �ajcr concc:::-� wit� t�e
re�o::-t o� cc�?!�in: is t!iat it �e co��lc:e. !! i�cc�;lete,
the rc?o:-t or co�?laint sh�ll be retu=��d to its oriqin fo=
ariditio��l info:.-m�tio�.

�39.032(2) - ?· 23, l. 4 -- Dxt,:,:1.Cs the ti:-:-.c pc-rioC fo::
a C�:e�t:c:1. !:ea:ins :::-c� 2� ho�rs to �a hours.

539.032{3) - ?· 23. 1. 13 -- allo�s for a chil� to be
tra�S?Ortcd �n a police car with a:. adult in emergency situations.

1 C-..

This change authorizes th� cc�rt, a� O??OSed to t�e i�t�ke
offic<::?r, to ma}:c the Gccis:cn to place ir. j,1il a juvc�iic
transferred fo= crimi�al prosecution. Since such c1 d ecision
weights hc.:,_-,.:-ily on the rch.:-ibilit.ltivc p:,ilosophy of th•� ju·.-enile
j�stice syste�, the decision �a�er should be the �ost i�?artial
as �ell as the �ost expcrie11ced.

§39.031 (1) - p. 20, 1. 4-7 -- a·..it�crizcs the use of
photo�=a?'.1s for pur?oscs of identification by the victim.

7�is c�a��e �as nclt.:��� beca�Ee t:le coi...:�ts en� states
atto::-:icf ��=� una�lc o ae�quatcly prepare fer a �etcntion
hearing �ithin 24 ho�

/3
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_'.i._J_�(l_1lJ..!..l. - p. 19', 1. 19 -- c�1a:v;e "shall" to "r.;ay."

� c�ild �ay �e det
sible �a=cnt, gua:-�ian
visior:. In sue� cases
hc:-:-.c •,,as i:ia;-,�:-cr=i::-�il.tc
be i...:scC.

V
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S3 .C'� (2) (c) - ;::,. 28, 1. 15-31: p. 29, 1. 1-6 -- c:-:p,,�Cs
this su secc1on to state p=ccisely the actho::-it)' of t�e State
attorr'!C
This chance initially delineates the alreaC,·-ex�stinc
autho=ity of t�c State Attorney, a:--:d expands thai au:ho::-iiy to
allo-...· t:"le s:ate Atto::-nev to file an Inforr.1iltio:1 ....-hc-::-c :he case
warrants adult sanction.and the child is 16 or 17 �e�rs o!
age. The case may be t=ans!errcd fo= cri�inal pro;ecu:ion i
the child has t...,·ice been fo-..:.,c to h,'\ve co;:"..-nittcd a delinquen
act, ...
.-here one of the acts ....-ould have been a felony i.! t:Je cl":ild
were an adult.

Z

v �-
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S39.05{4) - p. 30, 1. 12 -- provi�cs thnt the Stnte
Atto�ncy be ��vised whe:-, � delinquency petition is
n�t
contested.

-10-
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Ch�ng�s ��o �cts no�ice w�cn a deli�Gucncy pctit:on is not
cuntcst�d 1·ro� the Intake Of�iccr to the St�tc �ttorncy.
039.

Jo.
✓1.1.

�39.05(7) - p. 31, 1. 3-20 -- ?:ovides a child the right
to a spceCf trial within 90 c:�ys.

,

----4 5.

�3?. 0f{3) - p. 32, 1. 5 -- aC:G:'.t 0:1 of lan-;uasc to provide
an excc?��o� �o 2�-hour 2??eara:1cc he ring follo�ing service of
SU!:'.-:-.o:1s !.n t�e case c: a r..cC!cal Ec::-.e: c:;cy.
1

__...-42.

/44.

T�c ?revision for a 90-dny S?cedy t:ial is curre�tly pro
viCe� in t�c Rules o! Ju�cnile Pr�ce��=c a�d was include� in
the stat��c for C�?hasis.

Th s ch2
...nc;c resolves a ?=ccc(:. ..1.r.J.l cor.flict bet...,·c�n t:-le
Rules c J�\·cn!le Prcccd�re a:id Chaptc: 39. Clea:-ly, in
cases o �cCical c�ersency, �he req�ire�e�t of a heari�g 24
ho1.,;:-s a tcr services o!: s1..:..7.,0:1s r:ia; be impossible in terns of
act��l h�·sical p:ese:1cc �c!:o:e t�e co�:t.
S 9.CG(S) - p. 32, 1. 21,-25 -- .JdC.ition of l2;:1guuge re
quiri� t�e JL:dgc to state reasc:;s fer taki�; a chil� i:1to
custoC
Cha?te:- 39 c�rrcntly :e�uircs o:1ly that the j�dse e:1dorsc
the s·...:.."'.".-:-:ons for picking u:;, a child. T'.ce ?.ulcs o: Juvenile
Procedure, ho,..,·cver, rec;uire th.:::. the judse state t!:c reasons for
issi.:in<; the Sti."-:'..":':o:1s. Tr.c cf'.unc;c brinss the stctute in line •,,-'ith
the a�lcs, since the latter mo:e �de�uately satisfy procedural
due process.

§39.06(9) - p. 33, 1. 28-29 -- i'\llo·,:s t!-.c C:'::'?�rt�.cnt
the discretion in serving p�occss a:1d orders i�sued �y the
cccrt.
SOP.1':! circ•Jit coi;rts routinely order age:its c: t�e Cc!)a!'t
ment to serve process .Jnd orders ;..•hie�, restricts t:-lc ac;c:it 's
ability to pcr!o:� other designated fu�ctions. Currc:1t la�
requires the co�nty to co�rensatc a sheriff �hen he is rcqcired
to serve precess .Jnd crdcrs �hilc the la� s?cci!ies that a;ents
of the departmen'.:. s�all not be co�?ensatcd. This provis:.on
fu:thcr cnco�:ases the use of HRS c�?loyecs in perfcr�ing this
function.

�J'l.0S(6l - p. 30, l. 27- a p. Jl, 1. 1-2 -- e:-:te::ds
lht• t.111�..::-·f\1:=-tiling a rl.clinc;'.Jc c ;�etition :'ron 30 days to
�:: extension of ti�e for
45 <lnys; �llo�s the co�rt to g a
filing il petition not to cxcee
S enys in the case of
exceptional circu�st�nccs.
Prcsc�t la� ?rovides that a Fetition alleging delinquency
sh�ll be <lis�iss�d if not file� �it�in 30 davs after the com
plaint is s���itted. In particular situatio;s, ho�cver, 30
��ys is i�su�ficic�t ti�c in w�ich to p:e?a:e the petition.
This chan;e would extend the tim0 period to 45 d�ys and allows
thl2' cou::. to Cctcrminc th.:.t the exce?tional circ-..:.:..stances
of the case �2�=��-=- an cxtcns:'.cn of ti�e beyond �5 �ays, but
not to exceed �n additional 15 days.

15, 197 6
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§39.071 - p. 35, 1. 1-11 -- p:ovi�es th�t a child be
entit�representation by legal cour.scl at all ?rocecdings
�ndcr this p�rt.
The ri<;ht to counsel in delinqccncy prccecdin�s is
rnandntcd by t�0 Su�=-c�e Co�rt's dec�sion in In Re Ga�]�
[387 Ll.S.1).
§39.05(1), (2), (51 35, 1. 19-25;
p. 35, l. 1-S; ?• 37, l. 1- -- tnc ch<:.n<;C'S
proviGe that certain critcr a be csed prior
in a residcnti�l facility f r �cntal health
services.

p.
in
to
or

35 l 31;
th s C(:':ion
?l c1 s c c�ilC
re ar a'.:.ion

Provides that the Ba\er �c� critc!' a i� §39�.463(1)
or the rcta!'C:3tion c:!tcria in C�a?tcr ?3 be used �:.cnever
placc:;;2nt of a child in a rcsiGe:1t.:a1 t e.:.t.went facil1'.:.v
is
j
being co�siC�:ed.
§39.08i7) - p. 37, 1. 16-20 -- pro:li�its sterilizatio:1
of a child cnless �cdically necessary.
This provision was incl�dcd bccacEC cu!'=e�t la� �as
sile�t on tr.c issue o: sterilizati0:1.
S39.09(1) (bl - p. 38, 1. 16 -- rcqui:es t�,at t:le :-J.les
of ev1Ccncc 1n use in cri�!nai cases be a??licC at t)1e
adjudicJtary hca:in;. C��re�t ln� :-c��ircs the rules c! e�iCence
in UEC i� civil cases be a??licd at t�c a�j�dicato:y �co�in;.
This p:�visicn would require t�c use of n hig�er st��eard
of p:oof �t '.:he odj'J.Cicatcry henring �hich �ould a:�or� �c:e
d�e process to a juvenile ��c:i. incarccrJtion is bei�s cc��ite:-ed.

�

§39.09111 (b) - p. 38, 1. 18-20: p. 39, 1. 28-30; ?· 39,
1. 1-4 -- atds l�ngunge to �roviCc fo: the rishts o! j�ve�ilcs
in dcli:i.q1.H?:1cy prcccedini;-s; i.e. , ::ric;t:ts of discove:-y, f·..::--.Ca
mentally fair he�ri�gs, evidcntiary proof beyond a reaso�ablc
doubt in dclinc;ucr.cy hearings, C�?ortunity to int:o=uce
evidence a�d crcss-exa�ine �itnesses, rig�ts asainst self
incrir.inatio� and illegal seizure.
This language was included to re!:lect the rights o� chil�rer
as provided in recent case la�.

-1J-
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,1llr1L• 1 'j, 1 'J70

S39.03(2) (c) - ;:novir:!cs th.it under the criteria that
,-:1rc c;;J-;;�7rt-:-;� ,, ....-uivcr hc,Jring, the judge mu�t also
g1v0 t;!'':.',�l•.r ·..·-:::1gh: to r1:-cvio-...:s felony or nulti?lc C.cli:1qu�:1t
history.
1'!ii� c!1a:1gc ��s included to prioritize anC. bettc= dc�ine
t!10 crLL�ria con�i<lcrc<l by the co�rt at the �aivcr hearing.

�_12:.._99(2) {e) - ;,. 41, . 30-31; p. 42, l. l-5 -- rec;uires
the j��s� to specific.illy s t fort?1 in �ritins his rcaso:,s for
transf�rring a child for tr al as an adult.

Due to the s�rious:1ess cf t�c C.ecisio:, to t=a�sfer a child
for trial as an a�ult, it �as felt th�t all �aivc= criteria
s�oulC. be co�si��r0C. ��d the f�:,C.ings o� t�c co�rt s�b�ittcd
in �riti�s§39.09(3) - P?• �2-�6 -- set fortl1 ce=tain �a�datory
=
o
li s to be used �y the
rc�c:;fn �idc �e
r
��� ��:� ��� �f��o�������

�c�e c��
s �c=� i:1�1�e�d to ?=o�idc for a :�n�����tally
!air ea=i�g i
hich all ?Crsons involved are given the cpportun1: to purt c �a�c i:1 a:1 e!�ort to ass�=e tha.� the �est
a??=o =iate sa c ions a=c i�?oseC.

/s.

v;;_
J,1.
{_,/s.

S39 .11 l} (-1) - p. i:: , l. 7-18 -- p:-oviCcs !or the r:iondat.ory
sanct:o�s t a: s�all be �?cscd ��o:, a juvenile ��o is placed
in a cc���:1 :y control p c�=a�.

Th s c�a sc �as inclu�cd to resui=c t��t a sa�cticn
cc:-:-.".?�S :-.;?.:c_, i:� :r.e o:!c_,:1::".? be i:-.?osc:::! 1,;po:1 a :1,.:.-:c:1ile ....-�-o is
placcC r u c :-::-,•J:-:it:; c•.:>ntrol pro-;r.J.:7,. The sar.ctic:-is i:.cl:.Jde,
but a::e not l :-r.itcd to: restit..:tion, c�=:c·,.;, re\·ocatior. or
s�S?�:-:sion o� t�e ch:ld's �river's lice�sc, c= ot�er a??=opriate
ncr.ir:st.:..t"Jtio:--.al ?L::-:is��i:-:-:t,
S39.ll{l)(a) 2. - ?- <9, l. 19-27 -- a•Jtho:::-iz2s tf'.e estab
lisr.:-:-.-:::1t of Co:-:-_-:1u:n:y Control Pro,;:ra::i Cou:-icils in euch judicial
circu:..:.

T�e pu p�sc of the Councils is to a�visc the court of
the rc�abil tative alternatives available for deli:1quent
children �i hin a circuit.

l n;R

§39.11 (1) (cl & (3) - p. SO, l. 2E; p. S2. l. 29 -
changes t!,c ��1�,1rt;:i�n�·s �qc jurisdiction o{ dclir,qucnt
children fro:-.1 :1 lo 19 yc:irs o: .JSCSec c�an�c i20 0:1 p�gc 5.

�Jq.ll(J){!') - p. Sl; l. H,-30; p. 52, 1. 1-:? -- �cli:-ic.1�cs
dispos1t.:..o:1al cµtic:is .:\\"ail.1ble to th".! court in the case o!
a juvc:1ile traffic offender.

Allo·.. ,s r.c cc\!rt to (1) rC'prir..-1:--. d th,.. child; (2) suspe:1C.
or restrict he child's ;ni·:ilegc to dr.:vc; (3) require t�c c�ild
to atten� an co�plcte a d=iver i��=ovc�2:-:t schocl: o:::- (<)
order t�e c� ld to pay a fine.
§39.11(]) - p. S2, l. 21-23 -- p:-o-.· Cc::;':.��:. a tc:r:"'I o !
co:r1.7iitr.0r.t fo:r <1 juver.ile :-:-,\.!St :1ot e:-:::,_,,:, t'.1e m.:ixi.�.U."71 ':.err.. o!
i�prison�e�t ��ich ar. aC�lt s�rves fo: t e sa�e offense.

This c�a�gc �as ir.�ludcd to p=cvide �clinG�e�':. c�il�=c:i
...,,ith equal ;::-=ot-:?ctior. r.!. c; hts cnce th<?y a:-c co:'.".--:-.ittcd.

§39. ll ( l - ··? - 5 , l. E-:'.7 -- ?=o·.·iC,:,s ':.h2t c\:i.lC:.re:i ·.. :!--,o
a=e ordc:�6 o �nrtic ?ate :1 a �or% ?=cs:-n� �Dy =-�ceivc cc�?e:1sotion throu h speci� c f�:, in; p:-ogra�s.

Un�c= c�:-re�t la�. 211 re��ne:�tio:1 =e=eivcd �ya child
in a wcrk p:osr2m shall be considered a g=�tuity. This
provision �c�:d allo� a c'.�ild to =cceive a 1•�se i: a s�ccific
fundi:-:g prcs=a� �as in cxis:cnce !c= t!,�t p�=�osc.

J9.C3(3) ( ) - p. 46, 1. 3-G -- req·..Jires that the predis
posi: o�al =e�c: be �ad� availoblc to the child's cou:1sel a:id
the S a.tc A:to= -:::y ?rior to the_, �iS?OSitional hc_,�=i�g.

E����s� t�c p=eCis�os tional re?0=t has s�ch a significant
i�pact 0:1 t�c cou=t's fi�a 2ecisoin, it is fe?t that all Fart
ics sho�ld �ave the DP?Crt nity to rcvie� the report prior to the
hi:-a.:- i r.g.

,llln.(

-..../s9.

� 60.

'.:'. '.'.; ;:; ; ; : \!'.;: :'.; ,::;: ;: ;:; �; : ; :;;�;,'. ' /
co���nity cc:-:�:-ol F�cs=��-

§39.111 - pp. 5(-58 -- §9
39.111 :)ec.:.·.:!:e t.1�c c-Jr:.-cn:. :.:i.:;
procedu:-e :c:- CO:'.".--:-. .:..:ti:1g a c'.:i
.!.d ..Jl: :0 t:v::? :-::Rs anC, thi:-re!:o
in Ct:.:pter 39.
1

9.115 is t=�ns!er cd t section
-..;�:;e re:c:-s to t:-. ju:-: ci.:'!.l
:! ·.,�o !::-?s ::ce:c :-r c--d <? 2.-i
c, 1s rr,o=e D??=�P icJte y plDced

This sectior. is a�cr.C:.cd to re!lect the c��n�cs t�at cccur:ed
�hen the j�risd.:..ctic� ove= c�ilf�en �as e!eva:�d to :�e ci:::-cuit court level. T�e changes i:, this scctio� a:-e p�i:'."3:-il�
technical in na:.u:::-e, ho�eve= six critc=ia a:e aec.c� a�d ��st
be co�s�clcred by the court p ior to scnte:-:cing � chi:� :o an
adult prise�.
The c itc=ia ela:c p=i�a=ily to t�e �atu:-e o(
the offense, protect on of t e pu�lic, the c�il�'s a�en��ili:.y
to treat�cnt, the ma urity o the juvenile, ant t�e chil�'s
previous �ccord.

11-

�l.

../62

539.112 - p. 59, 1. 1-7 -- proviCes th.J.t an esc.1pc fro::,
.-,ny j;Jv-L'/;·1-fL" !.,,::ility sh,1ll constitutt! a (clcny of the thi.rc.l
<J,._•fj r•·•�.

T!H' 1ntc:,t of this section is to p:-o,.·idc a C�tc:-re:1t to
juvc-:,ilc 1•::c-,1p<:?. U:.de:- currc:1t la•.J, no ;:>c:.ultics 2:--e provided.

§39.12(2) - p. 59, 1. 19-21 -- pro�i�es that the co�:-t �ay
order the dcst:�c:ion o! juve:,�le court :-cco:�s ��en t�e ch ild
rcachc� 19 yeers or �g� or 5 )·cars after the last e:1try �hich
ev�r d�tc is l0st r�dchcd.

Currc:.t low n:-o�itcs t��t the reccrds be keot unt l the
child rcachc 21 �ears o� ag0 or 10 ye.1:-s a!tc:- ihe lat entry
was �.J.dc, �h ��0�er ��':.e is !i:-st rcac�cd.
This ch��1 gives
the cour-:. t!l flc:v:i�ili':.y to dete::Tline ...,::)cthc!"" or :--:ct he
rccor�s �ay e C.cstroycd at an earlier eatc.
._A)

./

64.

,__,/ 65.

V

66.

J"67.
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$39.:2(3) - ;:,. 60, 1. 5-8 -- �des languase to al!m, t!:c
co�rt Lo s�:i� records of juve�il� t�a!:fic o!:!:ec1tc=s to t:le
Dc�a=t�cnt c! !l�s���Y Sa!ety a�d �otor Ve�iclcs.

v<a.

✓6

9-

L./70.

§39.12(J) - p. 60, l. l -15 -- "-:3.dition o! l�::sua:;e to
pe:-:7.it la·-· 0:.!::,:-�c�cr:':. a-:;cc1c cs, t!":c C.c;:,art.:-.cnt a::C t:le Dc-!)a=:-t
r..e�t of o::er.d,:,r Rehu::lilitat er. to i:-.spcct c.nd copy o!:ficial
cour:. recorCs.

7:,is c���se allo�s access to court reco=rls to asents of
t :lrec dcp�rt�,:,:its speci:"icd i� a� effo:-t to c�able the various
co�?C�cc1:s to bctt�r ?er!c�� th0ir of:"icia! res?c:.sibiitics.

'.-:':-,ile access :o :-:fcr.ic?.':.io:i ..
•:ith.in cc\.:r:. reccrCs nay be
necessary !o= the th:- c eepa:c:.ncnts s;ecif1eC, t�e :ieed
rc�ains to �eep s�c� ccorts co�fid�:itial.

J71.

§39.(01{1) (bl - ?· 64, 1. (-9 -- arC1er.Cs lanc_;ua_c:_:e ;:-ertai:1ing tu insta:iccs :� -...:hie� a child oay be ta�e:, ic1to cust�d�.

Abuse, aba:.d0r.re11t a;1d nPglcct �re added to the conC.itio�s
under v:hich a child :--:-.•,:_.· :)e ta�en i:ito custoC:y.
�3<:1.(0 (2) & {3) .:1-.d 39. 02 - ;:,. 6�, 1. 2 t�ro·..:�:i ?· 68,
1. B -- re� .itten to F=o�1�� or a los�cal ?ro ressic� i:.
releasing c �laci�; .1. dc?C��
chi!d i� s�el c:.

?rc!cntly, provisio:is !o:- t�ki:-i� a ch.:.l i�tc c� :o�y,
releasirc_; a c�il�.ar.d �lc.ci�; a c:,ild in��� te: a:-e �':e!"
t�i�ed a�e :cllo� ;1c !�sic�l se�ue�cc. 7hc e� l�:-:�� ;c �c=e
clearly C:0li r. c.1.tes -...::lo r.:Jst do ·...-:.,�t a;-iC:. ··•�":.h :-i •...·:1�': : :-:-.� :r2.�,<:!
it rnust b� eo�c. Eli�i�atce fro� tl�c :,�� 1� s�ase is a �r�
visic:-i rc�ci:ing t�e cc�:ts to !""C�ic� �i':hi:-i �S tc�:-s �lac�
�ents i :i a �c�c a�?!"Ovcd by the co�rt o:i � �rior-a�;=-��al �asis.
Since re?orts en t�c ?lace�e:-it r�s� be �Jte to c�c ��':.a�e
o�ficcr �i-:�i� J de�·s !=c� t�c ti�e of ?lncr:-:-0�t, cc�:-t
app�o�al �ithin 4S �cu=s �as !elc to �e i:lc;ic�l a�� u��� essary.
ACdcC ':.O the ;:,rov�sio�s is !a:-:g�n�e a��hcri�i�; ��� ?:3=e�
of child e� in cc�:-: a;p=ovc� r��a�2y s�el':.�=s, if ':.�e ?C= o�
tuki�c t e chi12 i��o cust0dv h�s :-c�so�a�lc c:c��cs ":.O tc i�vc
the c�il !,�s r�� a���- !re�� ��=cnt, ��n:61�; er l���:
custo�iv.
§33.�02(�) - ?· E6, 1. 10-21 -- c��itic:i o! s�e=i!ic
la�gua�e !o:- t.�e t=cat�cnt c! cc:-':.ai� =����2.ys.

�=�

s ch.:"_-:se is tech:iical a:,d sc;.!a:,tic. I:1fcrrr.ation is
vilegcd," si�ce a privilege at�aches to a �e=scn or
c·.;?c..tion (e.g., t!":e attorney's ?!'"ivilcgc) a:-id not
:-::o=�ntion bei:,g p:-o:.ccted by th.:i.:. privilege. Such
io:, is a:id re::-.ains, ho·... ,evcr, co:i!i.Ce:-:t:al.

S39 .12 (7) - p. 62, 1. 1-4 -- ?ros.·ides tr.at the provisions
of th:s c��?ter are not intended to prohibit the fUblicatio:1
of the nar:ie ��d aed!'"ess of a juvenile �ho is alleged to ha�e
co�itted a C:elinque:1t act.

Sl9.�0(l) - p. 63, 1. 17-20 -- clarifica':.ion o! p:ovisio:is
relat1ng :o ''?:cce��=es and Ju:isdic�io� ...

cvi�cs tl1c.. r�;1n���-s ��o ere :i�eiy o i�� :e :�e��clves
c� oth rs er �ho r� i:i nee� c! c�rc n�d tr at��� ��� l���
suf�ic c:it ca��ci y to �e':.cr�inc ���t c��=-s o! a
is in t'."":ei
o�n b� t in':.e:est �3Y �e ?:ace� i:i a scc�rc she!:
or 1� a
dc':.e�t on �o�e !or� ?�=iod o! ti�c �c':. ':.O exceed �e�:y-!o�=
ho�rs. If neither a !ec�re s�elter nor u �e:e:.tic �c�c :s
available to =cce.ive :�� chilC, t�e child �ay �e pace� :. a
jnil !or a cerioC. o! ti1�e �ot to cxc�ed :�c�t,•-fou �o�r
r:o chilC, h��ever, sh�ll be ?laced i:i a cell �it.h �y c� :d or
adult allc-;cC to ha·.·c cc::-:-iitt.cc!, o� ·...·:-:o h<':s 1::ec:-i a j·..i::.s;e ':.O
have co:-:-::-,itteC a cr.i::-.e.

539. ...!.3..J..il - p. 60, 1. 2B -- Celet.:.on a! "?riYile-;e:!''
to be s�cs:1��tcC by ''co�!.:.<le�tial.�

Th
net " p =
to an o
to the
.:.:-ifcrr:ia

This la:isuage ��s added to cl.:i.ri!y the ��Ci�'s right to
publi.:;h the n.1mc of .:l juv(':,ilc w�o i� ,;lic>r.c-d to h,;v(' cc�.--:-, it':.cd
a delinqu0nt act.

t:xisti:19 l.:i.1HJU.)tj0 in t.hi:• Si!..;tio:1, "rro1..·L',�u:-..:-s ,1m! ..;uris
dictio:i," is co:-i��si�g a�d ��s re��i':.te� ':.O pro�i�� t�at all
procedures in depe:i�e:,cy cases shall be according to t�c
Florida Rules of Juvenile P=occdurc.

0
i
e
u
i
5 h
0
in O!""!: t� :�Y�� �h; �:;:���c�� :faHr;��:i �=�e�� ��� fo����.
Vec�icl s a�cess to reco=ds of jcvc:iile t!""a�fic offe:1�ers.

§39.12(�) - p. 60, 1. 25-28 -- 36eitio:i o! lang�agc to
;:>ro�iC.c t��t 1�!orra':.io:i received pcrs�ant to §39.12(�)
re�aic1s co:;fieential.

�in,:, l':,, 1978

/ 72.

539.t.03(2) (a) - ;,. 68, 1. 31 t:c=o·ccr. ;,. 69, �- 1
addition of la:-:guase stati:-:g t�at a� i:-ita%c �or�er �a :.:.le
a petitio:, "after deter.nini:-is t�at s·..:c!i actio:-i ,,,oulC e ir:.
the best interests of the child." ACC.itio� of langua e ?=-o-

-15-
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tecting th� confidentiality of reports fil�d under the child
a!:-t:sc st.:it1:'::c (Ch. 6:7).

-16-
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The l.1:cc;·JJ.';t> is aC.dcd in t�e intc::cst of fu:.-thc:r ?rO
ecli1HJ t;1,! C•.:-;:-cr�Ccnt c�ilC:..
/
�2._�_1_'.__�J}J. - p. 69- 1. 2i-2B -- proviCcs th.:it an attorney
de�igr1.:itc•I !;J• t.�c St.:::c A';.torncy, or the State ,\t'::.or:1<1y s):.J.11
rr?rc�c�t t�e ztatc in all contested C:.c�endency proceedings.

�4.

This section
1

J 75.

n

s o�cn� d to cla:: fy a p�re�t•s right to
e
i
i
g
��.�or�.�� .:.{!; c���/��� :17 s,
t��� a c ?C��i�g.

§39 . .:os - p. 72, 1. 29 thrct:-;� p. 73, 1. 29 -- aC.diticn
of 9u1Ccl::1es :o:- placir.s c�ilC:-cn in s:ate hos?itals.

.

,/ 77.

78.

rcn i:1 stc1t-= hos?itals
tir.g �o re:a:-�ation

81.

§39.¼0S - ?· I , 1. 5-12 -- addition o: la:1g·.iac;c ;-=oh biti�s s�c=ilizat on. Pr�viC.�s :�a: no pcr�a:1c:-:t stcriliza
c:1 o! a c�ild s�a 1 be a�:�o:-izce, unles� it is the result
o or inc::::cntai to :-.�t.:ically necess.1.::-y trcatrc:-:t to p:-otect
o pr�se:-v-= :�e li!c o! t�c chilC..

5:::9.CO (l) (c) - p. 75, l. 13 -- adds hea:-ings involving
sex�al a=�s to t�ose whic� shall rc�ain con�:C.cntial a:1C
clos�d to t c ���lie.

Due to the sensitive r.�turc of cases ir.volvin� �ossiblc
sexual abu�c. it ��s �elt th�t these shot:ld be cc:-:�idential.

§33.405
adeit1on of
desig�Jtic�
C�p��cc�t c�

2) - ?· 63, 1. 24-31 �r ug:1 ?· CC, 1. 3 -
�ng�age to provi�e er tc ia ��c lcngt� of ti�c
or i�clus1on �n the
ed spositio�al st�dy o� a
lG.

T�iG c�an c �andates speci!ic issues to be co�side�ed in
the F�e�isposi ional study �er a �epcnde�t child. Since change
in custo�y g�n rJlly involves e�otional U?heaval �or the child,
such place�ent should be based on full info=�ation. The change
also p=ovi�es that a S?ecific ti�� �e set for rcco�side=ation
of such custoC.y by the co�=t in the case of a child placed �ith
anyone other than the child's parent or custodian.

§39.lC(G} -- clclction of ]a�;cagc �a�dnt ng :ha:, if
beth ;1�rcnts Jre ,1��it or un�bl� to !,c ��3rrl� C'.lS�c�y.
ccstcdy of 3 Ccpcn�cnt chilC b•? �����cd to �c �t:vcs.

- p. 78, l. 16-30 -§J9.102(il (di
rounCs �µon �i,:ci, � co�rt m��· ?Crm�nc:1tly
he de?�r=�cnt an� thc:1 t�r�in�:c ?aren:��
s ticC. to the d0:ini::ons o: a:J.:::1�0,1:-c:--.t,
n s. 39.0l.

clac
cc��
r:c�
2'!:1-..:s

ics tee
� c�ild to
7his c�i"lr.gc
;i�d n,:,slect

The purpose of t�c c�zns� is to free �er a�o?ticn ':.�ose
chilC.::cn i:1 f-:s:e:: c2e::e •.. ;i;occ:i.n :--.c·.·•2= b,:, ::c:·J:·�cc :.o :r:e::: c•·...-;-;
ho=c. T�c c�a�gc i� t�c t:�� to �s:c:-�i�e a����c��e:-:.:
l ·
ye.:1r to 6 :'.0:1:::s tic:: :t-.is ;-::0·::sie:1 to �=-�te:: C.:?�c ::: c:-:::.:v;.
�hich rcGc:::es jc�ic:�� :c·.·ic� o! c� l�=e� i� !'.c5"'.:er c ::c every
six ��nt�s . 7�c rcC.�:ce6 ti�c fr��e a::tic�:� l; �e��! :s
in:"�;1ts i:-i fos:cr ca:-c ::>y e:-:ablinq t ci:- ;::-:<�-= �.c:-.: .::-,
rc:-7".
anent, secc::c ho:-:-.c a':. a ve::y yc·.::-:.c__:: 2. e. :...J:-.:; 2-:"C' is c (;eG to
allo·., pc::-rn,;.:.e:-:.t cc:-.-.it�e:-:t o!'. a c:-l.il if :he 0::�or.s c titlec!
to notice o:" co::-�•it::-.�:-:t. ;:,rccccC.i:-:c;s .:!.il to :- sro:.C..

�==�

i�·-1)�;i

C-.:- �o�s ?:"'Occd·..:res :o:: ?lac:n-; c�i
to pro� s1ons o�t:i�'=c. in Cha?tc= )SJ :-e
anC Ch� te:- 39C, :-clati�g to �-=:-:tal heal

/6
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3
0
g
s h ris�ts o:
pare�� !�� ��:�cpi:17��?�;d!��i �;�c�;���!!� t e

�1��t� ;:��;�� ; .:i
all�gatic�s a�J::-:

l :i, 1978

La�guage p=oviC.ing for custce; o� a c�ilC to �c a�a�Ce�
to a close rclati�c �ho is fit, a�le, and willin� to�� a�ardcd
custodJ 1� del�tcd
��c l�ngua�e re quired th�t �cstody be
J�nrdcJ to scch r�lative if beth p3::cnts �ere �:c�bl� c� t:nfit
to c�re for the c�:l�- In so�c i�st�r.ccs, plnci�s the child
�ith sue� a ::cl2ti�Q �ay not �c in the chil�'s best i�te=est.
By st::ikin; thiz rPstrictive language, t�c co�:::s' lee�ay
in a�ardins custody is �ore clca::ly cs:a�lis�ed.

v-1'· ,

In �an� instances, the dcpa:.-t�ent has been working in
a dcpcnd e �cy cas� fro� the outset a�<l it is �utually be:ccficial
for the State �ttornev to authorize the dcnart�ent to handle
a p.:irtic�l�r case.
•

J·J

82.

§39.40E{3) - p. so, l. 1-31 t�ro�s:, ?- Sl, 1. 1� -notice re�:.:?re�cnts !:c:- a :icari:-:� to pcr�a:ie:itiy �l�cc a c!1ild
arc a��nGcd.

7h0 nc� !�:,�:.:��,,:, speci!i�s i� c::catc:- C.cta l ��o ��st
notified o!.' a r.cu::i:·.i; to Fe:--:--.::n0:1tly cc:-.-.;:. a c ilC-:. :0 a li e:-:sc'!:
c!1ild-placinc_; ase:-!c)' o= t:--le C-:-;:-.:?.:-tr.c:--::. .:1:;C. ,;c:-.� :-:-s :�,.:, �o: ce
pro\·izic:-:.s i:i C!1.Ji)ter 39 to :_:,o:;-:- i:� c:-i,�:.c:: 63, :-.:::-;::ic:--.s.
7hc nc·,: :i.an:-;,_:c?.<;e t 1. ;:cs i:.to occct::-it. L'. s. S·..:;::e::-.c Cc-..::� r·.!li:-1ss,
suc!1 as St2.:1:..�·.- v. Illi:--:ois, {U.S. Sc.;:-rc:-:-.c Cc·...::-t, �9-;:J, ·..·�.:ch
deal �ith ::,� r1�!1t of �ut.:1.tivc :�tt,:,�s. �;e� 1�:--.�:.:c:;� stat�s
that if a pe:-son sc:-\·ct �i:� :-:cticc ��ils to rcs?O�C., !ailu:-c
to re::--?cr:d co:-:s:it.".Jtes co:--.scn: to p•�::7.J::,,:,:-.t co :--.-.i::-:-.e:-.:. ::,
aC.dition, the F::occ�ures fc:: �cr\·i�; no:icc o:-: i:--:C.iviC.uels a::e
simplified to cor.fcr:-:t ,..,ith c;,;i:.ti:-:c :--c�:.:i=c:-i.e:-.ts �o::- se:-·:ins
process and the Rules o: Civil ?=cceC.ure.
§39.(11(2)- p. S4, l. 30-31 -- ?=ov.'..C:�s t�.:!.t a:, attc::;"".�y
desig:i.1ted bi· :he Dcpa::tmcnt o: Lec;c:.. ;..::a:.rs c:- tl"'.e Je?art..�.'?nt
of Legal Af:airs may represent the sta:.c U?0:1 a??eal.
In instances in �:iich the Ce?art�cnt h�:--.�lc� a case d�ring
the trial st.ac;es, it rr.ay also be ex;,cCic:--:t for t'.1'-" e dc?a::tncnt
to rc?rcsent t�e state d�::ing the a??e�ls process.

4
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§316.630 - p. 86, 1. 7-31; p. 61. 1. 1-7 -- deletion of
existin') 1.,,:su.11,c and i:-isertion of ni:-·.., lnnguagc to comply
•..·: th t.'. c ch.1nsc in th,:, court's jL:ristlicticn regarding tr.Jffic
offr:-:,:;c!":. :;cc chansc 09 on page 5.
Thi.� c.li,,n::;,:, atter.;pts to tic;;",tc:, the jurisC.ictio� of
th•· circi.:it coL::.-t o·-•cr traffic o!fcns�s co:n.-:titted �y
juvcni.les.
5959 .13 - p. 87, l. 10-19 -- ::-e<ju:.t"es the Ce?artment to
!cl�c� th� prcced�res an� criteria provided in Chapters 394
and 393 prior to transferring a juvcr-. ile cor:-.mittcd to youth
services :o a �ental tealth or retardation facility.
Conforr.,s '.;959.lJ to the changes in §39.08.
S39<.57 - p. 87, 1. 24-31; p. 86, 1. 1-2 -- re�uires
th.Jt the i:1·.·ol-..1r1tury .JCm.issio:1 criterioc1 and �noceduics in
S39�.467 ::i,1 u:::-:-c.l ,.:�en a child is scvcr':!ly c1:iotionally, men
tally or tcha�iorally dist�=bcd and �ol��tary a�nissio:1 is
not ?Oss:.blc.
Provides unifo=m adnissicn criteria and proce�ures !or the
i:1·:oluntary cor.:-:it:r,,;:-it of childrc:1 for trc.J.t:71C!:1t in a r:;e:1tul
h�ait� fac1li�/539CE0 - p. SS, 1. 7-19 -- rce:uires that the proccC.ures
set o·..i:. 1:1 ?a:.-: I o!" C�apte::- 39� a:,d Ch.:i.;:iter 393 be '.!S�d \,:hen
trans!"eI"rinc a chil� to a �cntal he.11th facilitv or ret2reation
facility. •
?rcvides that unifor� proceCures be used when t=ansfcrring
a child to a �cntai health or ret�rOation facility.

87.

959.15(1) - p. 82, l. 2�-31; p. 89, l. 1-14 -- chuns-e to
limit t�e a��hority of the de�art�c:1t fro::, holding a ycuth
in ectcntion !or longcI" than 2� hours without a detention
hearing.
��is c��,sc brings Cha?tcr 959 in accord with Chapter 39
c�anscs as previously provi�e�.

CO'.'-'w�!77E£ CO�·'..'-'.EN':'S
The Conference Report on the bill passed the Se:iate 34-0
and tr.c House 112-7.
ECOt-:0'.·HC :1'.'-'.?l\CT
1:-ie express .:i.u::-:ori.:atio:1 o:" c.:.versio:iary pro<;r.J�.s by police,
the de�art�ent, the State Attorney, a:,d the court �ill oossibly
have cost beneficial effects on the svstc�, the victin (where
restitution is orCcrcd) and the juve�lle in delin�uency cases.

-18There is no �av
·will be made of div�
The use of such prory
individual families
proceeding� and resu
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to determine the extent of the use that
sion or pretrial interve:ition proGr�ms.
,;ms will rl'd\iC"C' the- legal cxpcnscS to t�e
nvolved �swell as the expenses of lesal
ting incarcerations.

The follo�ing provisions in this bill will f�cilitatc the
transfer of certai:, j�ve:ii!e offenders to be tried as adults:
1.

Removal of pro�able cause fron the �aiver hearing :

2.

Authorization of the State Attorney to file a direct
Information in some cases; and

3.

Pro·Jision for oncewaived, al1,,,ays \,:aived.

;._1 i!":.cre2.sc in costs 1,,.·ill be incu:reC Cuc to t�e a Cit o:1al
expen�es involved in potential juI"y trials and the aCdi ion l
process tiDe required in the CI"iminal division of the c rcu t
court.
Other areas of the bill which miaht have either a oositive
or neg-.1tive econor:iic in;>�ct a4e .:!S foilcws:
1.

T�e dis;:-ositio;--.al alter:iativcs of CC::'.71 t:..ent for a j-..:v-:?:iile
tried as c:1 aCult to t.:"lc Youthful n:f0 der or Co:-v-:-:-..i�.ity Ccntrol
Progr��s may offset an)· CXFected fisca i�p3ct C�e to t�e
grc�ter costs of incarceration as an a ult.

2.

The change in time limits will affect the time a juvenile
can spc�d in detentio�; thus, i�pacting en the !"un�s nee�ed
fer detention c�re.

3.

The possibility of inc:casedworkload for :he Public �e!"enC.cr.

Tr.e discretionary n�ture of the bill CQes not per�it the
gathering of rcli?.ble st.:i.tistical Cat.:i. req�ired to p�ojec: the
fiscal requirements of the legislation.
OTHER CO:-NJTTEE RE:"E?..:::�:CES
Aj:>;:,ropriations.

STA.:F cotnACT:

Peter Mitchell and Helena Sims
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No, AND SPONSOR:

SB 119

I.

Serles

SUBJECT:

Judiciary-Criminal Committee

REFERENCES:

1.

Juveniles

Judiciary-Criminal, HRS, and Appropriations

BILL SUMMARY:
The bill amends Chapter 39, Florida Statutes, Judicial
Treatment of Juveniles, in the following manner:
Section 1.
(Page 2)
Sections providing a short title,
purposes, intent, and definitions are designated as
Part I, General Provisions.
A short title, "The Florida Juvenile Justice Act", and
an expanded statement of intent is added to a stateme�t
of the chapter's purpose. The intent and purposes of
the bill reflect a statute more penal in nature than in
the present law.
Section 2.

(Page 4)

The definitions section has been edited to delete
superfluous language, redundancies, ambiguities and
inaccuracies. The term "ungovernable child" is repealed.
Definitions have been provided for "crisis home",
"caretaker/homemaker", "community control", and
"department".
In order to make the defi;-iitions easier
to read and use, the definitions have been alphabetized.
(Page 9)
Sections relating to juveniles who
Section 3.
are alleged to have committed violations of law are
designated as Part II, Juvenile Delinquency Cases.
Part II also includes the Interstate Comoact and the
Community Arbitration Program.
The jurisdiction section has been amended to mandate a
transfer and certification to adult proceedings upon the
filing of an Information by the state attorney in certain
cases. When a juvenile has once been waived pursuant to
a waiver hearing for criminal prosecution and has been
found guilty of an offense, he shall thereafter be handled
as if he were an adult for any pending or subsequent
offense. If a juvenile is transferred without a waiver
hearing for trial as an adult, and is convicted, disposition
shall be pursuant to new subsection 39.111(6) which provides
for a disposition hearing with criteria similar to a waiver
hearing. Jurisdiction in a delinquency case pursuant to
Chapter 39 may be retained by a court until the juvenile is
19, present law retains jurisdiction until 21. Twenty-one,
instead of fourteen, days are allowed for the seeking of a
grand jury indictment.
Section 4.
(Page 13) Paragraphs and subsections of section
39.03 regarding fingerprinting, photographing, and detention
are repealed. These subjects are addressed in new sections
39.031 and 39.032.

�
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Section 5.
(Page 13)
Section 39.03 is amended to only
address taking into custody and the initial stages of
detention. A court order is required to detain a
juvenile for violation of a community control program
(probation)
Police diversion is statutorily authorized.
Section 6.

(Page 17 - Fingerprinting and Photography)

The bill only structurally and editorially changes the
present cumbersome language governing the £ingerprin�ing
and photographing of juveniles except in the following
substantive areas: the taking of fingerprints or photographs
of certain juveniles is discretionary in the bill, not
mandatory as in current law; fingerprint and photograph
records received by the Department of Criminal Law
Enforcement shall be purged in the same manner as other
criminal history information, not necessarily as in
present law when the juvenile reaches 21; and the bill
allows law enforcement to use juvenile photographs for
purposes of victim identification.
(Page 19 - Detention)
A detention hearing must be held within 48 hours, excluding
Sundays and holidays. The section places authority in a
judge, and not an intake officer, to order a juvenile to
a jail. An adjudicatory hearing must be commenced within
21, not 14, days where a juvenile is detained. An extension
of 30 days may be granted by the court for good cause.
Section 7.

(Page 22)

The intake officer no longer shall determine legal
sufficiency of a complaint, only whether the complaint is
complete and what recommendation to the state attorney
for further action is appropriate. If incomplete, the
complaint shall be returned for additional inforDation.
Authority for action by the state attorney is specifically
stated beginning at line 19 on page 25. The existing
authority is expanded to allow the state attorney to file
an Information where the case warrants adult sanction and
the juvenile is charged with a felony. The case may be
transferred to prosecution under Chapter 39 if it is shown
that the juvenile has not previously been committed to the
department for a felony or twice previously for a delinquent
act, and was under 16 years of age when the felony for which
he is now charged was committed.
Section 8.

(Page 26)

Most of the changes are technical and only delete references
to dependency cases; however, language pertaining to
uncontested petitions places certain functions in the hands
of the state attorney rather than the intake officer. The
mandatory dismissal of a delinquency petition not filed
within 30 days from complaint referral date is changed to
be discretionary with the court.
Section 9.

(Page 28)

An exception for medical emergencies has been made to the
24 hour appearance hearing requirement following service
of summons. This change resolves a conflict with the
present law and the Rules. Language has been added
requiring that a judge state the reasons for issuing a
summons to take a child into custody.
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Section 10.

(Page 30)

Only technical changes for s. 39.07.
Section 11.

(Page 31)

S. 39.071 is created to provide the right to legal
counsel.
Section 12.

(Page 32)

Substantial rewording of section to allow emergency,
routine and diagnostic medical treatment in the absence
or refusal of parental consent.
Section 13.

(Page 34)

Adjudicatory Hearings: Language has been added to
reflect grants of rights to juveniles as stated in
recent case law, i.e., rights of discovery, fundamentally
fair hearings, evidentiary proof beyond a reasonable
doubt in delinquency hearings, opportunity to introduce
evidence and cross-examine witnesses, against self
incrimination and illegal seizure.
Waiver Hearings: Under the criteria that are considered
at a waiver hearing, the judge must also give greater
weight to previous felony or multiple delinquent history.
A judge is also required to set forth with specificity
his reasons for transferring the juvenile for adult
proceedings. The waiver determination is appealable.
Disposition Hearings: The department is required to
make the predisposition report available to the juvenile
upon the report's completion. The court is required to
issue a notice of disposition hearing to the victim and
the parents (or subpoena parents if necessary) so that
they may attend and comment upon the penalty and
rehabilitation phases of the disposition. A judge is
required to consider criteria similar to those considered
at a waiver hearing and to set forth with specificity his
reasons for certain dispositions.
Section 14.

(Page 42)

Court ordered placement of a juvenile in a community
control program which must include a penalty (such as
restitution in money or kind, curfew, public service,
revocation of licenses, etc.) and a rehabilitation program
replaces probation authority in the adjudication section.
Section 15.
(Page 44) Subsections of section 39.11 which
deal with the disposition of dependency cases are repealed
and rewritten in Part III.
The bill provides for additional dispositional alternatives
in adjudications of delinquency. The court may require the
juvenile to attend a traffic school, pay a traffic fine,
render a public service, and work in a community work
project. The department must give the committing court
reasonable notice when the juvenile is to be discharged
from commitment.
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Section 16.

(Page SO)

Disposition of minors prosecuted as adults in section
959.115, Florida Statutes, is renumbered as s. 39.111.
The first 5 subsections involve only technical changes
and adding the adjudication of "youthful offender".
A new subsection (6) is created to set forth procedures
and criteria for disposition of a juvenile transferr�d
and prosecuted as an adult by any method other than
pursuant to a waiver hearing.
Section 17.

(Page 54)

An escape from a juvenile facility for delinquency
cases is a violation of law and punishable as is an
escape in the adult system.
Section 18.

(Page 54)

The time for preserving juvenile court records in
delinquency cases is reduced from 10 to 5 years after
the last entry was made or until the juvenile reaches
19, whichever date comes first. Language is added to
allow the court to send records of juvenile traffic
offenders to the Department of Highway Safety and Motor
Vehicles. Permission is also granted to law enforcement
agencies, the departwent and its designees and the
Department of Offender Rehabilitation to ins?ect and copy
any official record. Any information received pursuant
to the chapter by the above listed and the courts is now
confidential, not privileged.
Section 19.

(Page 57)

Technical changes only.
Section 20.

(Page 58)

Technical changes only.
Section 21.

(Page 59)

Technical changes only.
Section 22.

(Page 60)

Technical changes only.
Section 23.

(?age 61)

Technical changes only.
Section 24.
(Page 62) Sections 39.40 through 39.409
are designated as Part III, Juvenile Dependency cases.
The sections are similar to present law except for
technical changes and the deletion of most procedural
matters which are addressed by the Rules of Juvenile
Procedure.
Section 25.

(Page 82)

Severability clause.
Section 26.

(Page 83)

Provides an effective date of October 1, 1978.
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II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

The intake officer has the authority to determine
legal sufficiency of a petition, authority over uncontested
dependency cases, authority to order a juvenile to a jail,
authority to divert juveniles in certain instances,
authority to request certain actions by the State Attorney
in the handling of petitions. The State Attorney has the
authority to overrule any recommendation by the intake
officer and pursue the course of action he deems appropriate.
The State Attorney cannot file a direct Information in
order to have a juvenile tried as an adult, but is able to
either have the juvenile waived or go through the grand
jury procedure for indictment. Under the present waiver
provision the criteria for waiver is considered at the
waiver hearing before going to the adult court system.
Under the filing of an Information, the criteria is
considered at the end of the trial in the adult court.
Not as many due process rights are expressly included
in the present Chapter 39. The rewrite specifies certain
rights of the juvenile.
The department has control over a juvenile who has
committed a violation of law until age 21; the rewrite
changes this to age 19. According to statute and recently
adopted Rules of Juvenile Procedure, a detention hearing
must be held within 24 hours. Adjudicatory hearings must
be commenced within 14 days.
Prior to July 1, 1977, conflicts existed between the
statute and the Rules of Juvenile Procedure. The Rules
in July conformed their time limits to those in the present
statute.
Concern has been expressed over the juvenile statute
because it is not written as a penal statute; yet, if
it were ever challenged on vagueness, it would have to
be subjected to the same test that is applied to penal
laws.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:
See I. BILL SUMMARY of this analysis.

III. ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic Impact on the Public:

Yes

X

No

The express authorization of diversionary programs
by police, the department, the S tate A ttorney, and the
court will possibly have cost beneficial effects on the
system, the victim (where restitution is ordered) and
the juvenile in delinquency cases.
There is no way to determine the extent of the use
that will be made of diversion or pretrial intervention
programs. The use of such programs will reduce the legal
expenses to the individual families involved as well as
the expenses of legal proceedings and resulting
incarcerations.
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B.

Economic Impact on State or Local Government:

YES

X

NO

1.
The following provisions in this bill will
facilitate the transfer of certain juvenile offenders to
be tried as adults:
(1)

Removal of probable cause from the waiver hearing;

(2)

Authorization of the State Attorney to file a
direct Information in some cases; and

(3)

Provision for once waived, always waived.

An increase in costs will be incurred due to the
additional expenses involved in potential jury trials and
the additional process time required in the criminal
division of the circuit court.
2.
The following is an estimated breakdown of the
personnel costs for a one day jury trial:
Judge and Secretary
State Attorney
Public Defender
Court Reporter
Six-Man Jury
Five Witnesses
Baliff
Court Clerk
Total Salaries

$

252
190
179
200
73
31
40
40

$1,005

3.
The following are additional expenses that would
be incurred; however, at this time no cost estimates are
available:
(1)

Law enforcement costs for investigation and
participation at the trial;

(2)

Possible detention for a maximum of 180 days
at $14 per day (the present juvenile system
provides a maximum pre-trial detention of 30
days at approximately $28 per day);

(3)

Costs incurred for the use of the courthouse.

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative
4.
Services estimates that it costs approximately $1,000 to
cover all expenses incurred during a juvenile proceeding.
The $1,000 represents all personnel and court processing
costs. The expenses not included in this figure are those
costs incurred for potential detention and use of the
courthouse.
The department estimates that approximately 1,600
youths would qualify for the [iling of a direct Information
by the State Attorney. All 1,600 could be certified under
existing law, and based upon 1976-77 experience, approximately
400 would be certified. Of the remaining 1,200, it is unclear
as to what action the State Attorney and the courts may take.
Other areas of the bill which might have either a
positive or negative impact are as follows:
l.
The dispositional alternatives of commitment for
a juvenile tried as an adult to the Youthful Offender or
Community Control Programs may offset any expected fiscal
impact due to the greater costs of incarceration as an adult.
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2.
The change in time limits will effect the time
a juvenile can spend in detention; thus, impacting on the
money needed for detention care.
3.
The possibility of increased workload for the
Public Defender.
The discretionary nature of the bill does not permit
the gathering of reliable statistical data required to
project the fiscal requirements of the legislation.
IV.

COMMENTS:
None.
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BILL SUBJECT SUMMARY:
CS/CS/SB 119 provides for automatic waiver of juveniles
in certain cases, provides authority to file information
in certain cases, provides various time li.r.i.itations on
detention procedures, provides authority to fingerprint
and photograph certain juveniles, provides certain immuni
ties from civil liability for examination and treatment,
provides the right to counsel, requires ?arents to be
subpoenaed to attend delinquency dispositio� hearings,
provides for community control programs and establishes
community control councils in each judicial district.
Provides alternative dispositions for juveniles pros
ecuted as adults. Repeals §39.11(1), (5),(6) relating
to the power of the court when a child is adjudicated
a dependent child and reenacting procedures for depen
dency cases in part III of Chapter 39, Florida Statutes,
provides for the transfer and treatment for mental health
care of children.
FINANCIAL EFFECT:
The additional financial responsibilites incurred by the
state in the legal proceedinss in this bill are asso
ciated with the indigent juvenile and parents right to
counsel in a dependency hearing and the state attorney's
requirement to process all dependency cases. Current
law says the state attorney shall process all contested
dependency cases. The additional workload of handling
non-contested cases would probably be ninimal.
The bill provides the state attorney the authority to
file a direct information with respect to any juvenile
who, at the time of comr.iission of the alleged offense,
was 16 or 17 yeai� of age when the public interest re
quires that adult sanctions be considered. 7his would
allow an estimated 5,000 additional juve�iles to be
tried as an adult and possibly remanded to the Depart
ment of Offender Rehabilitation. However, the dispos
ition of the case shall be made pursuant to §39.111(6)
at which time consideration is given to the suitability
of the juvenile for disposition as a juvenile (and not
committed to the Department of Offender �ehabilitation)
which is similar to a waiver hearing and the end results
should not be significantly different fro� the current
situation.
In the section dealing with dependent cases, the bill
states that juveniles are entitled to re?resentation
by legal counsel at all stages of any proceedings. It
further states that if the junvenile and his parents
arc insolvent and are unable to employ counsel, the
court shall appoint counsel for the juvenile and for
the parents. Using the statistics available fro� the
Department of Ilealth and Rehabilitative Services as
well as several studies made by independent agencies,
the cost of this provision for fiscal year 1978-79 will
be $3,465,105, General Revenue.
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The bill defines "secure shelter" as 24-hour continual
supervision for the temporary care of a juvenile who
has been adjudicated dependent because he is persis
tently disobedient and is awaiting disposition or who
is a runaway. This type of care is expensive and if
it were offered by the Department of Health and Reha
bilitative Services, it would cost the state approx
imately $1,711,084, General Revenue. Ho�ever, the
bill does not mandate this type of service, it simply
allows it as an option.
OTHER COMMENTS:
The Senate Appropriations Bill, as approved by the Com
mittee on Appropriations, does not include any funds
for either legal counsel to dependent children or
secure emergency shelter care.
It is important to note that in the case of Hillary
Davis vs. William J. Page, Jr., the United States
District Court for the Southern District of Florida
ordered that the judges of the Juvenile Family Division
of the Circuit Court of Dade County shall notify
indigent parents in dependency proceedings of the
right to the assistance of court appointed counsel; and,
further, the judges were ordered.to appoint counsel
to indigent parents who do n6t waive their right
to counsel.
This act shall take effect October 1, 1978.

This fiscal note has been prepared by the staff of the
Committee on Appropriations with the cooperation of the
agency and others concerned.
M. Hardy
J. Tiedeberg
Analyst
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H. E. Helton
Staff Director
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I.

BILL SUMMARY:

The bill amends Chapter 39, Florida Statutes, Judicial
Treatment of Juveniles, in the following manner:
Section 1. Sections providing a short title, purposes,
intent, and definitions are designated as Part I, General
Provisions.
l\ short title, "The Florida Juvenile Justice Act", and
an expanded statement of intent is added to a statement of the
chapter's purpose. The intent and purposes of the bill reflect
a statute more penal in nature than in the present law.
Section 2. The definitions section has been edited to delete
superfluous language, redundancies, ambiguities and inaccuracies.
The term "ungovernable child" is repealed. Definitions have been
provided for "abandoned", "abuse", "crisis home", "caretaker/
homemaker", "community control", "department", "likely to injure
oneself", "likely to injure others", "neglect", "nonsecure shelter",
and "secure shelter". In order to make the definitions easier to
read and use, the definitions have been alphabetized.
Section 3. Sections relating to juveniles who are alleged
to have committed violations of law are designated as Part II,
Delinquency Cases. Part II also includes the Community
Arbitration Program which was enacted in 1977.
When a juvenile has once been transferred for criminal
prosecution and has been found guilty of an offense, he shall
thereafter be handled as if he were an adult for any subsequent
offense. If a juvenile is tried as an adult, and is convicted,
disposition shall be pursuant to new subsection 39.111(6) which
provides for a disposition hearing with criteria similar to a
waiver hearing. Jurisdiction in a delinquency case pursuant to
Chapter 39 may be retained by a court until the juvenile is 19;
present law retains jurisdiction until 21. Twenty-one, instead
of fourteen, days are allowed for the seeking of a grand jury
indictment.
Section 4. Paragraphs and subsections of section 39.03
regarding fingerprinting, photographing, and detention are
repealed. These subjects arc addressed in new sections 39.031
and 39.032.
Section 5. Section 39.03 is amended to only address taking
into custody, the initial stages of detention and the filing of
con?laints. A court order is required to detain a juvenile for
violat�o� of a community control program (probation). Police
diversion is statutorily authorized.
Section 6. The bill only structurally and editorially
ch�ng�s the present cumbersome language governing the finger
printing and photographing of juveniles except in the following
substant�ve a�eas: the taking of fingerprints or photographs of
certain Juveniles is discretionary in the bill, not mandatory as
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in current law; fi�gerprint and photograph records received
by the Department of Criminal Law Enforcement shall be purged
in the same manner as other criminal h{story information, not
necessarily as in the present law when the juvenile reaches
21; and the bill allows law enforcement to use juvenile
photographs for purposes of victim identification.
A detention hearing must be held within 48 hours,
excluding Sundays and holidays. The section places authority
in a judge, and not an intake officer, to order a juvenile to
a jail. An adjudicatory hearing must be commenced within 21,
not 14, days where a juvenile is detained. An extension may
be granted by the court.
Section 7. The intake officer no longer shall determine
legal sufficiency of a complaint, only whether the complaint
is complete and what recommendation to the state attorney for
further action is appropriate. If incomplete, the complaint
shall be returned for additional information. Authority for
action by the state attorney is specifically stated beginning
at line 10 , page 28. The existing authority is expanded to
allow the state attorney to file an Information where the case
warrants adult sanction and the juvenile is 16 or 17 years old.
The case may be transferred to prosecution under Chapter 39 if
it is shown that the juvenile had not twice previously committed
a delinquent act, one of which acts involved a felony.
Section 8. Most of the changes are technical and only
delete references to dependency cases; however, language
pertaining to uncontested petitions places certain functions
in the hands of the state attorney rather than the intake
officer. The mandatory dismissal of a delinquency petition
not filed within 30 days from complaint referral date is
extended to 45 days and the right to a speedy trial with.in
90 days is provided. The speedy trial provision is in the
present Florida Rules of Juvenile Procedure.
Section 9. An exception for medical emergencies has been
made to the 24 hour appearance hearing requirement following
service of summons. This change resolves a conflict with the
present law and the Rules. Language has been added requiring
that a judge state the reasons for issuing a summons to take
a child into custody.
Section 10.

Only technical changes for s. 39.07.

Section 11. S. 39.071 is created to provide the right
to legal counsel.
Section 12. The medical examination and treatment section
is amended to tie in the procedures and services available
under the Baker Act and the chapter regarding retarded children.
The department is given the authority to authorize medical care
for the juvenile if he has no parent, guardian, etc., or if such
parent or guardian is not willing to authorize the care, the
dep2.r�'":ient may in certain circumstances do so. Sterilization is
ex?ressly not authorized under this section.
Section 13. Adjudicatory Hearings: Language has been added
to reflect grants of right to juveniles as stated in recent case
law, i.e., rights of discovery, fundamentally fair hearings,
evidentiary proof beyond a reasonable doubt in delinquency
hearings, opportunity to introduce evidence and cross-examine
witnesses, against self-incrimination and illegal seizure.
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Waiver Hearings: Under the criteria that are considered
at a waiver hearing, the judge must also give greater weight
to previous felony or multiple delinquent history. A judge
is also required to set forth with specificity his reasons
for transferring the juvenile for adult proceedings. The
waiver determination is appealable.
Disposition Hearings: The depc1rtment is required to make
the predisposition report available to the juvenile and the
state attorney upon the report's completion. The court is
required to issue a notice of disposition hearing to the
victim c1nd the parents (and to subpoena parents, if necessary)
so that they may attend and comment upon the penalty and
rehabilitation phases of the disposition. A judge is required
to consider criteria similar to those considered at a waiver
hearing and to set forth with specificity his reasons for
certain dispositions.
Section 14. Court ordered placement of a juvenile in
a community control program which must include a penalty
(such c1s restitution in money or kind, curfew, public service,
revocation of licenses, etc.) and a rehabilitation program
replaces probation authority in the adjudication section.
The bill authorizes the establishment in cc1ch judicial circuit
of Community Control Program Councils to advise the court of
the rehabilitative alternatives avc1ilable for juveniles within
that circuit.
Section 15. Subsections of section 39.11 which deal with
the disposition of dependency cases arc repealed and rewritten
in Part III.
The bill provides for additional dispositional alternatives
in adjudications of delinquency. The court may require the
juvenile to attend a traffic school, pay a traffic fine, render
a public service, and 1·1ork in a community work project. l\
term of commitment is indeterminate but must not exceed the
maximum term of imprisonment which an adult serves for the same
offense. A procedure for a request to reduce the term of
commitment is also provided by motion to the court within 60
days of disposition.
Section 16. Disposition of minors prosecuted as adults
in section 959.115, Florida Statutes, is renumbered as s. 39.111.
The first 5 subsections involve only technical changes and
adding adjudication of guilt with a classification as a
"youthful offender". l\ ne1, subsection (6) is creatc:od to set
forth procedures, guidelines, and criteria for disposition of
any juvenile prosecuted as an adult.
Section 17. l\n escape from a juvenile facility for
delinquency cases is a violation of law and punishable as a
3rd degree felony.
Section 18. The time for preserving juvenile court records
in delinquency cases is reduced from 10 to 5 years c1ftcr the
las� entry was made or until the juvenile rec1ches 19, whichever
da�e comes last. Language is added to allow the court to send
reco=ds of juvenile traffic offenders to the Department of
High�ay Safety and Motor Vehicles. Permission is also granted
to law enforcement agencies, the department and its designees
and the Department of Offender Rehc1bilitation to inspect and copy
nny official record. Any information received pursunnt to the
chapter by the above listed and the courts is now confidential,
not privileged. Jlowever, nothing in the chapter shc1ll be construed
as prohibiting the publication of the nc1mcs and c1ddresses of
juvenile offenders.
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Section 19.

Technical changes only

Section 20. Sections 39.40 through 39.112 are designated
as Part III, Dependency cases.
S. 39.40: Existing language in this section,
"Procedures and Jurisdiction," is confusing and was rewritten
to provide that all procedures in dependency cases shall be
according to the Florida Rules of Juvenile Procedure.
s. 39.401: Abuse, abandonment and neglect are added
to the conditions under which a child may be taken into custody.
Presently, provisions for taking a child into
custody, releasing a child and placing a child in shelter
are intertwined and follow no logical sequence. The new
language more clearly delineates who must do what and within
what time frame it must be done. Elimiriatcd from the new
language is a provision requiring the courts to review
within 18 hours placements in a home approved by the court
on a prior-approval basis. Since reports on the placement
must be made to the intake officer within 3 days from the
time of placement, court approval within 48 hours was felt
to be illogical and unnecessary. Added to the provisions
is language authorizing the placement of children in court
approved runaway shelters, if the person taking the child
into custody has reasonable grounds to believe the child
has run away from a parent, guardian or legal custodian.

S. 39.402: Provides that runaways who are likely to
injure themselves or others or who are in need of care and
treatment and lack sufficient capacity to determine what course
of action is in their own best interest may be placed in a
secure shelter or in a detention home for a period of time not
to exceed 24 hours. If neither a secure shelter nor a detention
home is available to receive the child, the child may be placed
in a jail for a period of time not to exceed 24 hours. However,
no child shall be placed in a cell with any child or adult
alleged to have committed, or who has been adjudged to have
committed, a crime.
S. 39.403: Language is added stating that an intake
worker may file a petition ''after determining that such action
would be in the best interests of the child." Addition of
language protecting the confidentiality of reports filed under
the child abuse statute (Ch. 827).
S. 39.4035: Provides that an attorney designated by
the State Attorney, or the State Attorney shall represent the
state in all contested dependency proceedings.
S. 39.4045: Requires the court to advise a parent
and child in dependency proceedings of their rights to counsel.
S. 39.405: Conforms procedures for placing children
in state hospitals to provisions outlined in Ch. 393 relating
to retardation and Ch. 394, relating to mental health.
Provides that no permanent sterilization of a child
shall be authorized, unless it is the result of or incidental
to medically necessary treatment to protect or preserve the
life of the child.
S. 39.406: Adds hearings involving sexual abuse to
those which shall remain confidential and closed to the public.
Also adds language to provide criteria and length of
time designation for inclusion in the predispositional study on
a dependent child.
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s. 39.407: Language providing for custody of a child
to be awarded to a close relative who is fit, able, and willing
to be awarded custody is deleted. The language required that
custody be awarded to such relative if bo�h parents wer� unable
or unfit to care for the child. In some instances placing the
child with such a relative may not be in the child's best
interest. By striking this restrictive language, _ the courts'
leeway in awarding custody is more clearly established.
S. 39.408: Clarifies the grounds upon which a court
may permanently commit a child to the department and then terminate
parental rights. This change is tied to the definitions of
abandonment, abuse and neglect in s. 39.01.
Notice requirements for a hearing to permanently
�lace a child are amended by specifying in greater detail who
must be notified of a hearing to permanently commit a child to
a licensed child-placing agency or the department and conforms
the notice provisions in Chapter 39 to those in Chapter 63,
Adoptions. The new language takes into account U.S. Supreme
Court rulings, such as Stanley v. Illinois, (U.S. Supreme Court,
1971), which deal with the right of putative fathers. New
language states that if a person served with notice fails to
respond, failure to respond constitutes consent to permanent
commitment. In addition, the procedures for serving notice on
iridividuals are simplified to conform with existing requirements
for serving process and the Rules of Civil Procedure.
S. 39.409: Present statutes authorize the destruction
of dependency records within a specified period, with the
exception of those dealing with permanent commitment, which must
be preserved permanently. The bill adds language mandating that
all records relating to child abuse or neglect be immediately
destroyed upon dismissal of the petition for dependency.
S. 39.�ll: Provides that an attorney designated by
the Department of Legal Affairs or the Department of Legal
Affairs may represent the state upon appeal.
Section 21. Section 316.630 is amended to tighten the
jurisdiction of the circuit court over traffic offenses committed
by juveniles.
Section 22.

Conforms s. 959.13 to the changes in s. 39.08.

Section 23. Section 394.57 is amended to provide uniform
admission criteria c1.nd procedures for the involuntary commitment
of children for treatment in a mental health facility.
Section 24. Section 394.60 is amended to provide that
uniform procedures be used when transferring a child to a mental
health or retardation facility.
Section 25. Section 959.15(1) is amended to limit the
autho�ity of the department from holding a youth in detention
for longe� than 48 hours without a detention hearing.
Section 26.

The Interstate Compact is designated as Part IV.

Section 27.

Severability clause.

Section 28.

Provides an effective dute of October 1, 1978.
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I I.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

The intake officer has the authority to determine
legal sufficiency of a petition, authority over uncontested
dependency cases, authority to order a juvenile to a jail,
authority to divert juveniles in certain instances, authority
to request certain actions by the State Attorney in the
handling of petitions. The State Attorney has the authority
to overrule any recommendation by the intake officer and
pursue the course of action he deems appropriate.
The State Attorney cannot file a direct Information
in order to have a juvenile tried as an adult, but is able to
either have the juvenile waived or go through the grand jury
procedure for indictment. Under the present waiver provision
certain criteria for waiver arc considered at the waiver
hearing before going to the adult court system. Under the
filing of an Information in the bill, the criteria are
considered at the end of the trial in the adult court.
Not as many due process rights are expressly included
in the present Chapter 39. The rewrite specifies certain
rights of the juvenile.
The department has control over a juvenile who has
committed a violation of law until uge 21; the rewrite changes
this to age 19. According to statute and recently adopted
Rules of Juvenile Procedure, a detention hearing must be held
within 24 hours. Adjudicatory hearings must be commenced
within 14 days.
Prior to July l, 1977, conflicts existed between the
statute and the Rules of Juvenile Procedure. The Rules in
July conformed their time limits to those in the· present statute.
The bill ieestablishes some of the old Rules time limitations.
Concern has been expressed over the juvenile statute
because it is not written as a penal statute; yet, if it were
ever challenged on vagueness, it would have to be subjected to
the same test that is applied to penal laws.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:
See I.

BILL SUMMARY of this analysis.

III. ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic Impact on the Public:

Yes

X

No

The express authorization of diversionary programs
by police, the department, the state attorney, and the court
will possibly have cost beneficial effects on the system, the
victin (where restitution is ordered) and the juvenile in
deli��uency cases.
There is no way to determine the extent of the use
that �ill be made of diversion or pretrial intervention programs.
The use of such programs will reduce the legul expenses to the
individual families involved as well as the expenses of legal
proceedings and resulting incarcerations.
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B.

Economic Impact on State or Local Government: Yes

X

No

1.
The following provisions in this bill will
facilitate the transfer of certain juvenile offenders to be
tried us adults:
a.

Removal of probable cu.use from the waiver hearing;

b.
Authorization of the State Attorney to file a
direct Information in some cases; u.nd
c.

Provision for once waived, always waived.

An increase in costs will be incurred due to the
additional expenses involved in potential jury trials and the
additional process time required in the criminal division of
the circuit court.
The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
estimates that it costs approximu.tely $1,000 to cover all expenses
incurred during a juvenile proceeding. The $1,000 represents all
personnel and court processing costs. The expenses not included
in this figure u.re those costs incurred for potential detention
and use of the courthouse.
2.
Other areas of the bill which might have either.
a positive or negative impact u.re as follows:
a.
The dispositional alternatives of commitment for
a juvenile tried as an adult to the Youthful Offender or
Community Control Programs may offset any expected fiscal impact
due to the grea�2r costs of incarceration as an adult.
b.
The change in time limits will affect the time
a juvenile can spend in detention; thus, impacting on the money
needed for detention care.
c.
The possibility of increased workload fo:: the
Public Defender.
The discretionary nature of the bill does not permit
the gathering of reliu.ble statistical data required to project
the fiscal requirements of the legislation.
IV.

COMMENTS:

The Conference Report on the bill passed the Senate 34-0
and the House 112-7.
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The bill a
Treatment of Juveniles, in the following manner:

JcoOl

Section 1. (Page 2) Sections providing a short title,
purposes, intent, and definitions are designated as Part I,
General Provisions.
A short title, "The Florida Juvenile Justice Act", and
an expanded statement of intent is added to a statement of the
chapter's purpose. The intent and purposes of the bill reflect
a statute more penal in nature than in the present law.
Section 2. (Page 4) The definitions section has been
edited to delete superfluous language, redundancies, ambiguities
and inaccuracies. The term "ungovernable child'' is repealed.
Definitions have been provided for "abandoned", abuse", "crisis
home", "caretaker/homemaker", "community control", "department",
"neglect" and "secure shelter". In order to make the definitions
easier to read and use, the definitions have been alphabetized.
Section 3. (Page 10) Sections relating to juveniles who
are alleged to have committed violations of law are designated
as Part II, Juvenile Delinquency Cases. Part II also includes
the Community l\rbitration Program which was enacted in 1977.
The jurisdiction section has been amended to mandate a
transfer and certification to adult proceedings upon the filing
of an Information by the state attorney in certain cases. When
a juvenile has once been waived pursuant to a waiver hearing
for criminal prosecution and has been found guilty of �n offense,
he shall thereaftir be handled as if he were an adult for any
subsequent offense. If a juvenile is tried as an adult, and is
convicted, disposition shall be pursuant to new subsection
3�.111(6) which provides for a disposition hearing with criteria
similar to a waiver hearing. Jurisdiction in a delinquency case
pursuant to Chapter 39 may be retained by a court until the
juvenile is 19; present law retains jurisdiction until 21.
Twenty-one, instead of fourteen, days are allowed for the seeking
of a grand jury indictment.
Section 4. (Page 14) Paragraphs and subsections of section
39.03 regarding fingerprinting, photographing, and detention are
repealed. These subjects are addressed in new sections 39.031
and 39.032.
Section 5. (Page 14) Section 39.03 is amended to only
address taking into custody and the initial stages of detention.
A court order is required to detain a juvenile for violation of
a community control program (probation). Police diversion is
statutorily authorized.
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Section 6. (Page 18 - Fingerprinting and Photographing)
The bill only structurally and editorially changes the present
cumbersome language governing the fingerprinting and photographing
of juveniles except in the following substantive areas: the taking
of fingerprints or photographs of certain juveniles is discretionary
in the bill, not mandatory as in current law; fingerprint and
photograph records received by the Department of Criminal Law
Enforcement shall be purged in the same manner as other criminal
history information, not necessarily as in the present law when
the juvenile reaches 21; and the bill allows law enforcement to
use juvenile photographs for purposes of victim identification.
(Page 21 - Detention) A detention hearing must be held
within 48 hours, excluding Sundays and holidays. The section
places authority in a judge, and not an intake officer, to order
a juvenile to a jail. An adjudicatory hearing must be commenced
within 21, not 14, days where a juvenile is detained. An extension
of 30 days may be granted by the court for good cause.
Section 7. (Page 24) The intake officer no longer shall
determine legal sufficiency of a complaint, only whether the
complaint is complete and what recommendation to the state attorney
for further action is appropriate. If incomplete, the complaint
shall be returned for additional information. Authority for action
by the state attorney is specifically stated beginning at line 21,
page 27. The existing authority is expanded to allow the state
attorney to file an Information where the case warrants adult
sanction and the juvenile is 16 or 17 years old. The case may be
transferred to prosecution under Chapter 39 if it is shown that
the juvenile had not previously committed a delinquent act involving
a felony or twice previously committed a delinquent act involving
misdemeanors for which acts he was committed to the department.
Section 8. (Page 29) Most of the changes are technical and
only delete references to dependency cases; however, language
pertaining to uncontested petitions places certain functions in
the hands of the state attorney rather than the intake officer.
The mandatory dismissal of a delinquency petition not filed
within 30 days from complaint referral date is repealed and the
right to a speedy trial within 90 days is provided. The sp8cdy
trial provision is in the present Florida Rules of Juvenile
Procedure.
Section 9. (Page 31) An exception for medical emergencies
has been made to the 24 hour appearance hearing requirement
following service of summons. This change resolves a conflict
with the present law and the Rules. Language has been added
requiring that a judge state the reasons for issuing a summons
to take a child into custody.
Section 10.

(Page 33) Only technical changes for s. 39. 07.

Section 11. (Page 34) s. 39.071 is created to provide the
right to legal counsel.
Section 12. (Page 34) The medical examination and treatment
section is amended to tie in the procedures and services available
under the Baker Act and the chapter regarding retarded children.
The department is given the authority to authorize medical care for
the juvenile if he has no parent, guardian, etc., or if such parent
or guardian is not willing to authorize the care, the department may
in certain circumstances do so. Sterilization is expressly not auth
orized under this section.
Immunity from civil liability for
rendering treatment or care under this section is provided.
Section 13. (Page 37) Adjudicatory Hearings: Language has
been added to reflect grants of rights to juveniles as stated in
recent case law, i.e., rights of discovery, fundamentally fair
hearings, evidentiary proof beyond a reasonable doubt in
delinquency hearings, opportunity to introduce evidence and
cross-examine witnesses, against self-incrimination and illegal
s�izure.
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Waiver Hearings: Under the criteria that are considered
at a waiver hearing, the judge must also give greater weight
to previous felony or multiple delinquent history. A judge
is also required to set forth with specificity his reasons
for transferring the juvenile for adult proceedings. The
waiver determination is appealable.
Disposition Hearings: The department is required to
make the predisposition report available to the juvenile and
the state attorney upon the report's completion. The court
is required to issue a notice of disposition hearing to the
victim and the parents (and to subpoena parents, if necessary)
so that they may attend and comment upon the penalty and
rehabilitation phases of the disposition. A judge is required
to consider criteria similar to those considered at a waiver
hearing and to set forth with specificity his reasons for
certain dispositions.
Section 14. (Page 45) Court ordered placement of a juvenile
in a community control program which must include a penalty
(such as restitution in money or kind, curfew, public service,
revocation of licenses, etc.) and a rehabilitation program
replaces probation authority in the adjudication section. The
bill authorizes the establishment in each judicial circuit of
Community Control Program Councils to advise the court of the
rehabilitative alternatives available for juveniles within
that circuit.
Section 15. (Page 15) Subsections of section 39.11 which
deal with the disposition of dependency cases are repealed
and rewritten in Part III.
The bill provides for additional dispositional alternatives
in adjudications of delinquency. The court may require the
juvenile to attend a traffic school, pay a traffic fine, render
a public service, and work in a community work project. The
court may set a determinate term of commitment to department
facilities up to 3 months. Any term of commitment over 3
months is indeterminate but must not exceed the maximum term
of imprisonment which an adult serves for th8 same offense.
A procedure for a request to reduce the term of commitment is
also provided by motion to the court within 60 days of disposition.
Section 16. (Page 54) Disposition of minors prosecuted as
adults in section 959.115, Florida Statutes, is renumbered as
s. 39.111. The first 5 subsections involve only technical
changes and adding adjudication of guilt with a classification
as a "youthful offender". A new subsection (6) is created to
set forth procedures, guidelines, and criteria for disposition
of any juvenile prosecuted as an adult.
Section 17. (Page 58) An escape from a juvenile facility
for delinquency cases is a violation of law and punishable as
a 3rd degree felony.
Section 18. (Page 59) The time for preserving juvenile court
records in delinquency cases is reduced from 10 to 5 years after
the last entry was made or until the juvenile reaches 19, whichever
Language is added to allow the court to send
date comes last.
recotds of juvenile traffic offenders to the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles. Permission is also granted to law
enforcement agencies, the department and its designees and the
Department of Offender Rehabilitation to inspect and copy any
official record. Any information received pursuant to the chapter
by the above listed and the courts is now confidential, not
privileged.
Section 19.

(Page 61) Technical changes only.
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Section 20.

(Page 63) Technical changes only.

Section 21.

(Page 63) Technical changes only.

Section 22.

(Page 65) Technical changes only.

Section 23.

(Page 65) Technical changes only.

Section 24. (Page 66) Sections 39.40 through 39.411
are designated as Part III, Juvenile Dependency cases. The
sections are similar to present law except for technical
changes, the deletion of some precedural matters which are
addressed by the Rules of Juvenile Procedure, the addition of
language complying Chapter 39 dependency procedures and re
quirements with those of other relevant sections of the statutes
a�d with accepted practices, and a new section providing the
right to court-appointed counsel for juveniles and for insolvent
parents in dependency proceedings.
Section 25. (Page 88) S. 959.13, Florida Statutes is
revised to reflect the proper names of the services provided
by this section.
Section 26. (Page 88) S. 394.57 is amended to reflect
the procedures set forth by 77-312, Laws of Florida, for
involuntary admissions and treatment.
Section 27. (Page 89) S. 394.60 regarding transfer of
children from the psychiatric center to other department
facilities is amended to clarify the terminology governing
the procedure.
Section 28.

(Page 89) Severability clause.

Section 29. (Page 89) Provides an effective date of
October 1, 1978.
II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

The intake officer has the authority to determine
legal sufficiency of a petition, authority over uncontested
dependency cases, authority to order a juvenile to a jail,
authority to divert juveniles in certain instances, authority
to request certain actions by the State Attorney in the handling
of petitions. The State Attorney has the authority to overrule
any recommendation by the intake officer and pursue the course
of action he deems appropriate.
The State Attorney cannot file a direct Information
in order to have a juvenile tried as an adult, but is able to
either have the juvenile waived or go through the grand jury
procedure for indictment. Under the present waiver provision
certain criteria for waiver are considered at the waiver hearing
before going to the adult court system. Under the filing of an
Information in the bill, the criteria are consideree at t�c en�
of the trial in the adult court.
Not as many due process rights are expressly included
in the present Chapter 39. The rewrite specifies certain rights
of the juvenile.
The department has control over a juvenile who has
committed a violation of law until age 21; the rewrite changes
this to age 19. According to statute and recently adopted Rules
of Juvenile Procedure, a detention hearing must be held within
2'1 hours. Adjudicatory hearings must be commenced within 14 days.
Prior to July 1, 1977, conflicts existed between the
statute and the Rules of Juvenile Procedure. The Rules in July
conformed their time limits to those in the present statute.
The bill reestablishes some of the old Rules time limitations.
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Concern has been expressed over the juvenile statute
because it is not written as a penal statute; yet, if it were
ever challenged on vagueness, it would have to be subjected to
the same test that is applied to penal laws.
n.

Effect on Present Situation:
See

I. BILL SUMMARY of this analysis.

III. ECONOMIC CO�SIDERATIONS:
l\..

Economic Impact on the Public:

X

Yes

No

The express authorization of diversionary programs
by police, the department, the state attorney, and the court
will possibly have cost beneficial effects on the system, the
victim (where restitution is ordered) and the juvenile in
delinquency cases.
There is no way to determine the extent of the use
that will be made of diversion or pretrial intervention programs.
The use of such programs will reduce the legal expenses to the
individual families involved as well as the expenses of legal
proceedings and resulting incarcerations.
B.

Economic Impact on State or Local Government: Yes

X

No

1.
The following provisions in this bill will
facilitate the transfer of certain juvenile offenders to be
tried as adults:
(1)

Removal of probable cause from the waiver hearing;

(2) Authorization of the State Attorney to file a
direct Information in some cases; and
(3)

Provision for once waived, always waived.

An increase in costs will be incurred due to the
additional expenses involved in potential jury trials and the
additional process time required in the criminal division of
the circuit court.
2.
The following is an estimated breakdown of the
personnel costs for a one day jury trial:
Judge and Secretary
State Attorney
Public Defender
Court Reporter
Six-Man Jury
Five Witnesses
Baliff
Court Clerk
Total Salaries

$

252
190
179
200
73
31
40
40

$1,005

The following are additional expenses that would
3.
be incurred; however, at this time no cost estimates are
available:
(1) Law enforcement costs for investigation and
participation at the trial;
(2) Possible detention for a maximum of 180 days
at $1� per day (the present juvenile system provides a maximum
pre-trial detention of 30 days at approximately $28 per day);
(3)

Costs incurred for the use of the courthouse.
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4.
The Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services estimates that it costs approximately $1,000 to
cover all expenses incurred during a juvenile proceeding.
The $1,000 represents all personnel and court processing
costs. The expenses not included in this figure are those
costs incurred for potential detention and use of the
courthouse.
The department estimates that approximately
5,000 youths would qualify for the filing of a direct Informa
tion by the state attorney. Based upon 1976-77 experience,
approximately 600 16 and 17 year olds would be certified. Of
the remaining 4,400 it is unclear as to what action the state
attorney and the courts may take.
Other areas of the bill which might have either
a positive or negative impact are as follows:
1.
The dispositional alternatives of commitment for
a juvenile tried as an adult to the Youthful Offender or
Community Control Programs may offset any ex?ected fiscal impact
due to the greater costs of incarceration as an adult.
2.
The change in time limits will affect the time
a juvenile can spend in detention; thus, impacting on the money
needed for detention care.
3.
The possibility of increased workload for the
Public Defender.
The discretionary nature of the bill does not permit
the gathering of reliable statistical data required to project
the fiscal requirements of the legislation.
IV.

COMMENTS:
None.
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committee substitute added definitions for the
following terms: "abandoned", "abuse", "child", "neglect"·,·.
and "secure shelter".

Sertes��e

Delinquency cases: The committee substitute changed
the procedures of reporting complaints to intake officers to
reflect procedures set by a Florida Supreme Court a��inistrative
order. The direct filing of an Information is to be allowed in
those cases where the juvenile had committed a felony prior to
the offense for which he is charged or had committed two
misdemeanors and was committed for each of those misdemeanors
to the custody of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services. The right to a speedy trial which is in the Florida
Rules of Juvenile Procedure would now be provided by statute.
The medical examination and treatment section is amended to
tie in the procedures and services available under the Baker
Act and the chapter regarding retarded children.
Sterilization
is expressly not authorized under the medical section.
Im.rrrnnity from civil liability for rendering medical treatment
or care is provided. Community Control Program Councils are
to be established in each judicial circuit to advise the court
on the rehabilitative alternatives available for juveniles
within the circuit.
Determinate terms of commitment may be
set by the court if less than 3 months in length, but no term
of commitment may exceed the maximum term of imprisonment w
· hich
an adult serves for the same offense. A procedure is provided
for requests to reduce the term of commitment if made within
the first 60 days of disposition. Escape from a juvenile
facility for delinquency is a 3rd degree felony.
Dependency cases: A runaway may be delivered to a court
approved runaway shelter by a law enforcement officer. The
committee substitute put most of the procedural sections
regarding dependency back into the bill. A new section was
created providing the right to counsel for both the juveniles
and for insolvent parents in dependency proceedings. A medical
examination and treatment section identical to one in part II
of the committee substitute has replaced that section in the
bill as filed. Sections 959.13, 394.57 and 394.60, Florida
Statu�es, are amended to reflect the correct terminology and
to clarify the procedures for the services provided by those
sections.
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2. Language was added to the definition of detention home Atxr.r,state
that a facility for commi trnent of adjudicated delinquent�1.J1stta-LI:· not ••j
be considered a detention home.
3. The definition of juvenile is changed to reflect that only an
'unmarried' person under the age of 18 can be alleged to be a
dependent juvenile.
4. Removed the phrase 'physically restricting' from the definition
of secure shelter care.
5. S tates that before a juvenile can be permanently committed for
adoption purposes, the parent or parents voluntarily surrendering
the juvenile must personally appear before the court and the court
must determine that the surrender is with the full and complete
knowledge of the effect and finality of the surrender.
6.
References the Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children
as governing such placement made pursuant to this chapter.
7. The requirements for what is necessary for constituting a
complaint of dependency with regard to reports of suspected abuse
or neglect are stated.
8. Language was added requiring the court to review and make appro
priate modifications to the visitation plan for a dependent juvenile
and the person from whom he was removed upon petition of any party.

9. When there is no parent, guardian, etc., capable of authorizing
medical care for a juvenile, the department is authorized to order such
care for a juvenile in their custody. Also under certain circumstances
the court may, after due notice to the parents, guardian, etc., order
the department to authorize such needed care.
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HOUS
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Procedures &
1.
States that the court shall determine
Jurisdiction.-the parents right to counsel;
delineates criteria for such
determination; states that the court
shall appoint independent counsel for
child in all dependency proceedings.

CH\VES
SENAT
FLOf:\C.11 ST.\I E ;\:,
'..',Ti\;
M
,:TEor
1.·,c_;
1
Dff :l
E
R- /,. C,\-�:,'·: l; ;
JJJr,is<l,i'6th9Pi1�
1. Procedures &t�::J;._J�Nll
-All language in House bi
11 ·· except that referred to
is in Senate bill.

2.

2. Taking into
States that when a runaway is
custody.-taken into custody by law
enforcement he is to deliver
the child to a parent, legal
custodian, etc. or an agent o
the department or a runaway
shelter; all reports given to
intake are required to be in
writing; basic requirements
for taking a child into
custo< are not separated for
intake or other person;
requirements for certain
reports are delinE ated.

Taking into custody.-Both bills agree on who and for
what reasons a child alleged to be
dependent may be taken into
custody; bills disagree on the the
runaway language stated in the
Senate version--House version
deletes this language; separates
the requirements for a person who
is not an intake officer who takes
a child into custody from that of
an intake officer; if the child is
not a runaway, the person must
deliver the child to the intake
officer who will determine the
custody of the child--whether to
remain in custody or to be
released to a relative, etc.;
when the child is delivered to
intake the person delivering the
child is required only to state
the facts by reason of which he
took the child into custody & give
sufficient information to give
cause for the child being depend
ent or ungovernable; a written
report is required if the runaway
child has been released; does not
refer to crisis home as an alternative placement for a dependent
child.

3. Placement in a
that a runaway can be held for
shelter.--States
24 hrs. in a secure shelter or
detention home & if those facili
ties are not available, a jail can
be used; does require that runaway
be kept in cell separate from
person alleged to have committed a
crime; states that when the county
judge is designated to hold the
detention hearing & he is not an
attorney, the chief judge of the
circuit may
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3. Shelter care.--Subsections
(1: & (2) under this section are
located in the 'Custody' part
of the House bill; makes ref
erence to detention being �e
quired for dependents and
citE Part II of this chapter-the delinquency section;
states juvenile can be placed
ir shelter care to protect the
property of others or the
juvenile or the securing of

-2
HOUS
E
appoint a member of the bar to hold
the hearing for detention; states
that the reasons for shelter care
enumerated shall be used by all
persons in determining such
placement; 24 hr. time limit on
placement in a shelter without
detention hearing; court must show
necessity
for detaining child according to
enumerated criteria, must indicate
that it is in the best interest of
the child & must show that there is
probable cause that the child is
dependent or ungovernable; 14 day
limitation on shelter after detention
hearing with 30 day extension
possible; specifies whai shall not be
considered as falling under the 48 hr.
& 14 day time limitations (language is
part an
of the bill
in
the delinquency that
4. Intake.--Mandates
also).
report or complaint be returned to
incomplete
the agency or person originating the
report; states that the complainant
shall be advised that he has the
right to file a petition if the
intake officer refuses to do so.

SENAT
E
the juvenile's presence at
the next hearing; juvenjle
cannot be held in shelter
care longer than 48 hrs.,
excluding Sundays and legal
holidays, without a detention
hearing & says that court
order detainin juvenile must
state the reason for the
finding of the court & is
reviewable by appeal; 21 day
limitation on holding in
shelter care or in a crisis
home unless adju6icatory
hearing has begun; 30 day
extension for good cause;
aftE adjudication order
juvenile cannot be held in
shelter carE or crisis home
longer than
4. Intake.--Makes
the return of a
30 days.
report
or complaint that is
not complete discretionary;
states that if intake refuses
to file a petition, the com
plainant can request that the
State Attorney file a petitio1
if the complainant does not
request court action or wishe:
to remain anonymous the intak1
officer will give considera
tion to such wishes; states
that regardless of action of
intake, the State Attorney may
file a petition, refer th
juvenile for treatment or car
voluntarily accepted, or defe
action.

5. PP.tition for dependency.--State
authorized agent of the department, or
Attorney,
person with knowledge of the facts can
file a petition; petition is to be in
writing & signed by petitioner under
oath, when filed by State Attorney it
may be signed by either the State
Attorney or an assistant state attorney;
State Attorney is only required to repre
sent state in contested dependency cases;
states that when there is to be no
contest, the intake officer can set the
case for an adjudicatory hearing & the
State Attorney nor his assistant need to be
present; if
at the adjudicatory hearing the case is
then

5. Petition.--Limits filing of
petition to State Attorney,
intake officer, & authorized
agent of a child placing
agency; states that the State
Attorney shall represent the
state in all proceedings in
which a petition alleges
dependency.
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SENATE

contested, the hearing shall be
continued in order to give State
Attorney time to prepare case.
6. Process and service.--States that the
custodian may be required by the summons
to produce the child at the hearing; when
child is in danger, the judge shall issue
an order stating the reasons for the child
being taken into custody; appointment of
guardian ad litem is discretionary and not
mandatory as in Senate bill--does not apply
to adoption cases nor cases under the
Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Act.

6.

Process and service.--Mandates
that a summons require
juvenile's custodian to pro
duce juvenile at hearing;
states that a juvenile that
is suffering from illness or
injury may be taken into
custody after the judge has
endorsed the summons and has
entered an order in which
valid reasons are specified
for such action; states that
if parent or guardian cannot
be located or if they ignore
a summons, then the court
shall appoint a guardian ad
litem for the juvenile--does
not apply to adoption cases;

7. No answer required.--Gives the option
of material being filed in writing
or pleaded orally; identical to Senate
version in all other language.

7.

No answer required.--States
that information that might
be set forth in an answer
may be pleaded orally, does
not refer to written filing.

8. Right to counsel.--See House language
in #1.

8.

Right to counsel.--States thai
a juvenile & his parents are
entitled to counsel at all
stages of any proceedings in
the dependency part; if juve
nile & parents are insolvent,
court shall appoint counsel
for both (separate counsel);
costs shall be assessed by
procedure set forth in Ch 27;
if either parent or child
appears without counsel, cour·
shall advise of their right
to counsel.

9. Medical, psychiatric & psychological
examination & treatment.--Does not refer
to custodial parent or to the
civil liability exemptions.

9.

Medical, psychiatric & psycho·
logical examination & treat
ment.--Uses term 'custodial
parent' in reference to who
will pay for treatment of
juvenile; removes requirement
that injury be 'serious'·
before treatment can be given
states that this section does
not authorize the permanent ,
sterilization of juveniles;
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states that person acting
under this section will not
incur civil liability for
such actions.

10. Adjudicatory hearing.--Reasonable
delay for procuring witnesses shall
be granted whenever practicable;
lists cases involving sexual abuse
among those that will be closed to
the public and will remain confidential.

10.

Adjudicatory hearing.--Does
not list procuring witnesses
in the list of reasons for
delays; requires that the
hearings be fundamentally
fair and in language under
standable to the juvenile;
does not list sexual abuse
cases in those to be closed.

11. Dispositional hearing.--Gives defini
tion of dispositional hearing; States
that predisposition study shall cover
factors specified in s. 61.13(3); at
the time of notification of disposition
hearing, person having custody of the
child shall be given a copy of the
report/study; does not refer to report
being given to any other parties; report
will contain information relating to
removal of child from parent or custodian
& will designate the length of time for
such removal.

11.

Disposition hearing for
dependency cases.--The pre
disposition study is required
to be made available to the
legal counsels of all parties
involved upon completion of
the report & prior to the
disposition hearing; says
that court can have access to
study prior to adjudicatory
hearing if provisions of
s. 61.20 are invoked or if
parents agree to submission.

. 2. Orders of adjudication.--Maintains current 12.
language in Chapter 39 on ungovernable child:
first time, child is dependent; second time,
child is delinquent; states that court may
place ungovernable child in secure shelter
pending disposition; does not refer to award
ing custody of child to relative.

3. Powers of disposition.--Utilizes
terms 'neglected' , 'abandoned' , &
'abused' in refering to when a
child may be permanently removed
from parent (terms are defined in
the bill); expands the notice provision to specify exactly who is
to receive notice (s. 63.122 is
not as specific & could not include
some of those listed in House bill);
specifies when notice may be waived
by the court; states that ti�e limitations
for response of persons to contest com_mitment will be governed by civil rules of
procedure.

13.

Adjudication.--Ungovernable
language is not in Senate
bill; states that when the
juvenile who is a close
relative & in the court's
opinion it would be in the
best interest of the child/
juvenile custody shall be
awarded to the relative.
Powers of disposition with
reference to a dependent
Juvenile.--States that a
dependent cannot be committed
to a jail or to a facility
used primarily as a detention
home or shelter; expands
language on when a juvenile
can be permanently taken from
parents (tracks current law);
requires notice to be handled
according to s. 63.122--as we:
as notification of relative '
if parents are dead; states
that there will be a peri
odic review of juveniles in
foster homes.
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L4. Oaths, records and confidential
information.--Includes judge, clerks,
& deputy clerks in the list of persons
who have the power to administer oaths
& affirmations; states that any records
concerning adoption are subject to
s. 63.162 as far as who can copy the
material and who it can be distributed
to; court records are to be maintained
until the child's 18th birthday; court
records are admissible only in proceed
ings involving subsequent adoptions,
when the records form part of the record
on appeal, or when they are necessary
for prosecution of a person for perjury;
requires that all departmental records
contained within the court records of
cases involving abuse or neglect be
immediately expunged upon dismissal of
the dependency petition.

SENATE
14.

Oaths, records and confi
dential information.--Does
not list judge, clerks, or
deputy clerks; does not
refer to restriction placed
on records being copied for
persons when the records
involve adoptions; records
are to be maintained until
juvenile is 21; states that
the Dept. of Offender Rehab
can have access to records;
does not refer to the use
of court records in appeals
nor in perjury cases.

LS. Contempt.--States that court can punish
15.
for contempt any person who interferes with
the administration of or who violates any
provision of the part on dependency or
any order of the court.

Contempt.--Not included in
Senate bill.

L6. Appeal.--Permits an attorney designated
by the Dept. of Legal Affairs to repre
sent the state and the court in appeals.

16.

Appeal.--Allows only the
Dept. of Legal Affairs to
represent the state in appeals

L7. Court & witness fees.--Identical to
Senate bill.

17.

Court & witness fees.--Identi
cal to House bill.
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COMPARISON OF HOUSE & SENATE JUVENILE JUSTICE REWRITE*
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SENATE

Tallaha

Serles-""""'�"(C�Uy�...-ffouse Bill does not change
the intent & purpose of CH 39.

1.

Changes wording in purpose
to make appear to be more
penal in nature when dealing
with delinquents than in
current law; does spell out
the use of the constitutional
standard of fundamental
fairness and the use of
facts in the hearings of
juveniles charged with an
offense; renames statute.

2•

Changes "child" to "juvenile"

3.

Senate version deletes
part of definition of
"abandoned"--according to
House this portion is very
important to help conform
to case law; does not
define "detention hearing"
or "disposition hearing";
defines "crisis home" as
'either established with
approval of court or under
contract with the dept.';
defines "community control
program"; deletes "probation'
"juvenile who has committed ,
delinquent act" refers to al:
categories of acts which can
be considered delinquent;
'dependent juvenile' (Juveni:
who is dependent) includes
the old 'ungovernable' child
Juvenile traffic offenses-
senate adds failing to compl�
with demands of law enforce
ment or fire department,
driving without a license or
while license is revoked or
suspended, & driving while
mentally or physically dis
abled re: s. 316.625(1) to
activities to be considered
delinquent acts/not traffic
offenses; "legal custody"
does not differentiate betwe
person & agency rights; uses
the two "likely" phrases in
bill but does not define;

Definitions: (Only differences
3.
will be noted) In the definition
of "abandone_d" the court is given
the opportunity to determine if
the parent's:�bhtatt,�ith�a�bhi1d
is only marginal over a 6 month
period--if so, the judge can have
the child put up for adoption;
"adjudicatory hearing" is much
better than Senate because it
is spelled out and does not
refer to sections of the law
for person to glean definition
as does the Senate bill; defines
"detention hearing" and "disposition hearing"; definition of
crisis home says it has to be
'authorized by the dept. and
approved by the court'; defines
"probation"; House refers to
"delinquent child" as one
who commits a violation of law;
"dependent child" includes only
those in current law; "legal
custody" definition differentiates
between person & agency duties;
includes definitions of phrases
"likely to injure oneself" and
"likely to inJure others";
defines "nonsecure shelter" but
not "shelter care"; defines
"ungovernable child" as in
current law; •neglect" includes
mental_health as well as physical
& emotional health; "child" states
that a dependent child is one that
is unmarried and under the age of 18.
*ONLY Q_IFFERENCES CITED.
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SENATE

HOUSE

does not define "nonsecure
shelter"; deletes definition
of "ungovernable child" as
is in present law.

4.

Jurisdiction--says circuit court
may have jurisdic��on-in-c�ses
involving 2 or more traffic
offenses in county court but
does not give time limit;
silent on 'crisis homes';
Keeps age of jurisdictional
control of child at 21; silent
on 'guardian ad litem'; leaves
14 day requirement on not holding
adjudicatory hearing from time
child is taken into custody &
charged with capital/life felony;
states that the state attorney may
transfer a case to adult court by
filing an information on a child
who has or is alleged to have
committed a 1st, 2nd, or 3rd degree
felony if he was 16 or 17 when crime
was committed, twice before has
committed a delinquent act and has
been committed to HRS for an act
that would be considered a felony;
silent on disposition in adult court.

4.

Jurisdiction--gives judge
the option of trying cases
when juvenile has been found
guilty of 2 or more traffic
offenses in a 6 month period;
Senate bill refers to crisis
home as a form of placement
several times; changes age fo
jurisdictional control to 19;
adds reference to 'guardian
ad litem' in list of those wh
with juvenile can request tha
juvenile be tried in adult
court; changes 14 day re
quirement ori not holding
adjudicatory hearing to 21
days (give grand jury time
to act); requires the court
to waive to adult jurisdictio
a juvenile named in an in
formation filed by a state
attorney; (spells out condi
tions for information in late
section); requires dispositic
of case of juvenile to�
tried as an adult to be handl
in a specific manner (detail�
in later section).

5.

Taking into custody--refers to
probation violation but does not
give time limit for detaining;
no reference to uniform case
numbering or police diversion.

5.

Taking into custody-refers to community control
program violation instead
of probation; states that
juvenile taken into custody
for violation of such progran
can only be detained 48 hrs.
without court order for
detention; deletes require
ment for review of placement
with an approved adult withir
48 hrs.; sets up procedure
for filing of sworn statemen1
by law enforcement agency
making complaint re: juvenilE
and sets up uniform case
number procedure; statement
on utilizing police diversio1
\
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6.

Fingerprinting & photographing-
Provides for the mandatory
destruction of fingerprints &
photographs in cases where the
child is not cited, referred,
or is found to be not delinquent;
lists who will get fingerprints
& photographs but says that all
will be destroyed when the chlld
reaches age 21.

7•

Detention--Maintains language from
7. Detention--Language on report
CH 39 relating to the activities
to intake office are deleted
of person taking the child into
in this part; refers to
custody and taking to the appropriate
shelter care as well as
intake office; details report to be
detention care; if a child is
provided to intake; details sup
detained because there is no
plemental report to be provided if
adult to take responsibility
for him, only shelter care or
detained in detention home; deletes
reference to shelter care only refers
crisis home can be used for
to detention care; states that when
detention; permits detention
no detention home exists in district
of juvenile escapee or juvenil
or facility is unable to receive
wanted in another jurisdiction
detention without court order
child, he can be placed in a jail
or other facility for adults; limits
or detention hearing is 48 hr�
length of detention to 24 hrs.,
(Sundays & legal holidays are
excluded) Other time limita
excluding Sundays or legal holidays,
unless by special order of court;
tions: 21 days unless adjudi
leaves decision of detention prior
catory hearing commenced,
30 day extension in grand jur1
to detention hearing up to intake
officer; no child can be detained
cases, additional 30 day
extension on grand jury for
under special order for more than
good cause shown, 15 days aftE
14 days without adjudication; if
case involves grand jury, an
adjudication, upon motion for
continuance, etc., 15 more da;
additional 30 days can be granted;
can be given; prior to detentj
child can be in detention only 10
hearing, intake can release
days after adjudication order unless court agrees to a 10 day
juvenile from detention or car
be released by court adminis
extension for good cause; states
exceptions to time limitations.
trative order -- intake must
consult with state attorney.

8•

8. Intake--Intake officer can
Intake--House version only says
that the intake officer can
recommend that a petition
recommend that a petition be
be filed, an information be
filed, or that the state
filed by the state attorney;
attorney seek a grand jury
does not mention diversionary or
indictment; intake can also
mediation programs and does not
recommend that the juvenile
require intake to get approval of
participate in a diversionary
state attorney before a child can be
or mediation program or other
referred for treatment/care; does not
require persons to be advised in
treatment, with the approval

6. Fingerprinting & photographing
Leaves the destruction of
fingerprints & photographs
even of juveniles found not
to have committed acts to be
discretionary with the judge;
all other fingerprints &
photographs on kids committed,
etc. are to be sent to speci
fied groups and are to be
destroyed as are other records
by FDCLE.
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writing if it is recommended
that petition not be filed
(complainant or victim are only
two listed to be informed); no time
limit given for request of review
by state attorney; 15 day requirement
for report on child to state attorney
(from time reported to intake);
requirements for information were
mentioned earlier in House bill.
(See #4)

9.

of the state attorney; if
petition is not to be filed,
intake must notify in writing
the complainant, victim, & law
enforcement agency having in
vestigation jurisdiction of
offense; agency/person has 10
days to request special review
by state attorney; report on
juvenile not detained must be
delivered to state attorney in
20 days (from time taken into
custody or report is made to
intake, whichever date was las i
and if juvenile is detained,
report is required in 48 hrs.;
the report can include recom
mendation for an information,
if no petition recommended,
then must give reasons for the
recommendation; state attorney
does not have to consult with
intake only review recommenda
tion/report; in addition to
What is in the House bill, the
state attorney may file for�
dependency petition, refer a
Juvenile to pre-trial interven
tion, & dismiss the case;
**information requirements: sta
attorney may file if juvenile
is 16 or 17 at time felony is
supposed to have been committe
had been found to have committ
a delinquent act (felony) pre
viously; or had been twice
found to have committed a
delinquent act (misdemeanor) a
was committed to DHRS for them
juvenile is given the responsi
bility to show that the above
is not the case if to be tried
as a juvenile; if complaint wa
filed by law enforcement & ,
state attorney does not file,
he will notify Clerk of Circui
Court of decision.

9.
Petition--requires petition to be
signed by state attorney only if
and when filed by the state attorney
or assistant attorney (may sign also);
petition is to be dismissed with

Petition--requires petition tc
be signed by state attorney &
proceedings may be initiated r
state attorney/asst. state
attorney; requires case to be
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prejudice if not filed within 30
days from date complaint filed
with intake; gives extension of
15 days for good cause and exceptional
circumstances.

brought to an adjudicatory
hearing within 90 days (withou·
demand) from time taken into
custody or when petition filed
whichever is earlier; time can
be extended for good cause or
in the interest of justice;
extending order must give
reasons; unacceptable reasons
listed; if adjudicatory hearin
not begun within time limits
must be dismissed with pre
judice. (Time not limited as
is in House version to when
petition must be filep by stat
attorney before prejudice can
be cited.)

10.

Process & Service--Court may
appoint a guardian ad litem if
parent or guardian cannot be
located; states that a party,
petitioner, or state attorney
can request that court issue
subpoenas to certain persons.

10. Process & Service--If parent
or guardian cannot be located,
court is required to appoint
a guardian ad litem; states
that only the juvenile or the
state attorney can request tha
subpoenas be issued.

11.

No answer required--Identical
except for a few word changes that
make no difference in intent.

11. No answer required--See House
#11.

12.

Right to counsel--not in House
bill.

12. Right to counsel--states that
a juvenile is entitled to
counsel at all stages of
proceedings under delinquency
part of law; makes provision
for court to appoint counsel;
court costs and appointment of
counsel follow procedures set
out in chapter 27, F.S.

ll.

Medical, psychiatric & psycho
logical examination & treatment-
Does not refer to custodial parent,
or civil liability exemptions; says
child can be placed in a state
licensed drug rehabilitation or
treatment facility by parent or
guardian and that neither the
persons placing the child nor
the facility will be held liable
for the involuntary holding of
such child pending a hearing by
request of the child contesting
such placement.

13. Medical, psychiatric & psycho
logical examihation:&;treatme1
Uses term "custodial parent"
in reference to who will pay
for treatment of child; removE
requirement that injury be
"serious" before treatment ca1
be given; states that this
section does not authorize th1
permanent sterilization of
Juveniles; states that person
acting under this section wil
not incur civil liability for
such actions.

SENATE

HOUSE
14. Adjudicatory Hearing-No mention made to time limita
tions; no mention made to speedy
trial; does not delete section
pertaining to separate examination
of parents and child; both House
and Senate change from civil rules
governing handling of case to
criminal rules, give the right of
discovery, others listed in Senate
section are not enumerated in House
bill.

14. Adjudicatory Hearing-States that the time limita
tions on the holding of this
hearing mentioned in earlier
sections shall apply; speedy
trial right shall be governed
by 90 day provision, exception.
& extensions mentioned in #9
in this comparison; says
juvenile can waive right to
speedy trial according to
and in accordance with FRJP;
requires fundamentally fair
hearing in language understand
able to juvenile; states that
juvenile has right to intro
duce evidence and cross
examine witnesses; has the
right to avoid self-incrimina
tion; evidence illegally taken
cannot be used in case; sectio
in current law permitting
examination of parents and
child separately is deleted.

15. Waiver Hearing--Follows current
15.
law by saying that within 5 days
after petition is filed & before
an adjudicatory hearing & after
consultation with intake, state
attorney may file for waiver; does
not mention information in this
section; maintains reference to
rape as one of crimes that a child
can be waived for; states that court
shall consider all of criteria listed
in current law before waiver; does not
add consideration of juveniles who are
to be tried as adults and who were
associates of child up for waiver to
list of criteria; does not add
additional criteria listed in Senate
bill; does not list state attorney
in those given copies of the HRS
report; does not require finding
of fact to be in court order waiving
child; does not delete section in
law permitting the child or the
child's counsel to obJect to the
judge that is involved in this
proceeding to participate in
any sujsequent proceedings re
lating to the offense; no mention
of appeal.
I

.

Waiver Hearing--Within 7 days
excluding weekends a�d holiday
after petition filed & before
adjudicatory hearing & after
considering intake report &
recommendations, state attorne
may file for waiver or file an
information; adds to list of
crimes in the current law &
House bill--strong-armed
robbery, aggravated battery;
deletes reference to rape; add
to criteria of waiver, the
consideration of any associate
of the juvenile in the crime
who are being tried as adults;
adds language to criteria con
cerning consideration of prior
adjudications for acts, gr�atE
weight for felony acts� also
consider misdemeanor acts if
twice committed; state attornE
to receive copy of report
by HRS submitted to court;
states that court order to
waive shall include specific
findings of fact; provides
waiver order is reviewable on
appeal; deletes language on
Judge.
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16. Dispositional Hearing-
States that predisposition
study shall not be made prior
to adjudication unless agreed
to by parents or custodians
of child; all other language
appears in Senate bill--what
will be discussed under 16
on the Senate side does not
appear in the House bill.

SENATE

16. Disposition Hearing-Does not refer to time when
report must or must not be
prepared; gives brief defini
tion of disposition hearing;
states that report will be
concerned with suitability of
dispositions other than by
adjudication & commitment to
DHRS; the court is required
to consider the predisposition
report, review records of
earlier judicial proceedings,
may order additional evaluatic
& studies to be done by the
DHRS, school system, or other
agencies of the state; before
disposition, the court is
required to consider as guide
lines for decision to dispo
sition criteria similar to the
waiver criteria, an appeal is
not to be brought on judge's
handling of review of this
particular criteria; court is
required to issue a notice of
disposition hearing to victim
& parents (and to subpoena
parents, if necessary) so that
they may attend and comment
on penalty & rehabilitation
phases of disposition; others
involved such as school systen
department, attorneys, etc.,
may comment on disposition;
court is required to state in
nonlegal terms the purpose of
the hearing & rights of persor
present; court shall discuss
juvenile's compliance with
programs since offense & dis
cuss offense & penalty with
juvenile; if adjudicated &
committed to DHRS, court must
put decision in writing or,on
record of hearing, shall inclt
specific findings on reasons
for decision; if not adjudicai
& committed, court shall
determine community-based pen,
sanctions for community contr<
program; court shall develop,
approve & order a plan of
community control for the
juvenile.
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17. Orders of adjudication--House bill
does not state the exception as
mentioned in the Senate #17; the
remainder of the adjudication
sections in both bills, except for
some semantic differences, are
the same.

17. Adjudication--States that an
adjudication of a juvenile tha
had committed a delinquent act
shall not be deemed a convic
tion, etc., except for use
in a subsequent juvenile
proceeding.

18. Powers of disposition--Does not
refer to facts being placed in
dispositional order as does
Senate version; age 21 is the
age used for jurisdictional
control in House version;
as is in current law, refers
to probation, language on
community control program is
not in House bill; does not
refer to use of reprimand in
handling of traffic offenses;
maintains existing language in
law with regard to indeterminate
sentencing and the department�s
authority to discharge child
rather than discharge being
directed by court order; states
that court shall not lose juris
diction upon commitment but
shall not exercise active control
while the child is committed to
DHRS; does not refer to paternity
situation as discussed in Senate
#18; does not refer to suspension
of sentence after 60 days as in
Senate bill nor to commitment
of juvenile to drug program as is
in CS/SB 119.

18. Powers of disposition--Again
states that disposition order
must state the facts upon whic
the court decided upon the
sanction & rehabilitation pro
gram for the juvenile; an opti,
for disposition to the court
is described as community con
trol--shall include a penalty
(examples listed), supervised
by DHRS or person/agency
authorized by court, structure
or restricted activities de
signed to encourage acceptable
& functional social behavior,
restitution in money or kind o
public service; sets up in eac
judicial circuit a community
control advisory council for
the purpose of advising the
court of diversion programs &
dispositional alternatives in
circuit; jurisdiction of all
court dispositions terminate
at 19th birthday; portions of
current law dealing with vio
lations of probation, etc., ar
changed to utilize the term
'community control program';
adds that a father whose pater
nity has been proven in court
is responsible for helping to
defray state's cost of caring
for juvenile; in case of
traffic offenses, offers as on
action the reprimanding of the
juvenile or counseling the,
juvenile with his parents or
guardian; length of commitment
is indeterminate but can be
for no longer than that for
an adult for a similar offense
if court order specifies less
than 3 months--can be deter
minate for that period but can
be longer than for adult; pro-
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vides for suspension of senten
or commitment after 60 days &
t�en �lace juven�le on proba
tion in a community control
program; states that the court
will not be precluded from
placing a juvenile in a drug
treatment program because he
fails to consent.

19.

Probation or commitment of
children tried as adults-
Basically all of the language
in the House bill is in the
Senate bill; the Senate bill
refers to community control
instead of probation as is
in the House version; the
House version of the criteria
mandated to be considered by
a judge before imposing adult
sanctions is streamlined but
basically the same as the
Senate; the language in the
Senate side will mention only
the major differences in the
two bills.

20.

Oaths; records; confidential
20.
information--Court records on
juveniles shall be destroyed
when juvenile(child) reaches
21 or until 10 years after the
last entry, whichever is first;
both the House & Senate versions
require that traffic records be
sent to Highway Safety & Motor
Vehicles, the House version simply
expounds on the issue & states
that the records kept by Motor
Vehicles shall be in the full name
of the violator & open to inspection
& publication like adult records.

19. Community control or commitmen
of juveniles prosecuted as
adults--Does mention that a
juvenile could be classified
as a youthful offender; states
that court shall receive pre
dispositional report; repeats
language found in juvenile
court disposition re: if court
determines not to impose adult
sanctions, the court shall
determine what penal sanctions
will be imposed in a community
control program; after appropr
ate sanctions are determined,
court shall develop, approve &
order a plan of community
control (similar language in
House bill); states that court
can receive and consider
additional material even thoug
not competent in an adjudica
tory hearing--this is to help
in decision on action; states
who will get predisposition
report.
Oaths; records; confidential
information--Court records on
juveniles shall be destroyed
when juvenile reaches 19 or
until 5 years after last entry
on record, whichever is last;
does not say anything about
how records are to be hand1ed
by Motor Vehicles.
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21.

Appeal--Same as Senate

21.

Appeal--Same as House

22.

Court and witness fees--House
bill does not amend the section
in the present law; therefore,
does not appear in House bill.

22.

Court and Witness Fees--Only
changes the word 'child' to
'juvenile'.

23.

23.
Community Arbitration Program
(ss. 39.33, 39.331, 39.333,
39.334, & 39.335)--No changes
made to original statute; therefore,
does not appear in House bill.

Community Arbitration Program
(ss. 39.33, 39.331, 39.333,
39.334, & 39.335)--The only
change from the current law
is that every time that the
word 'child' or 'children'
appears it is replaced with
'juvenile' or 'juve�iles'.

24.

Juvenile traffic offenses;
24.
jurisdiction; penalties; transfer
and waiver provisions--Amends this
section of the statutes dealing with
juvenile traffic offenses (s. 316.630)
to coincide with changes made in the
sections in chapter 39 dealing with
juvenile traffic offenses.

Juvenile traffic offenses;
jurisdiction; penalties; trans
fer and waiver provisions--The
change to s. 316.630, F.S., is
not included in Senate version.

25.

Transfer to mental health and
retardation services--House and
Senate versions are identical.

25.

Transfer to mental health and
retardation services--IdenticaJ
to House language.

26.

26.
Involuntary admission to center;
procedure--(rewording of s. 394.57)
Senate & House language are the
same.

Involuntary admission to centeJ
procedure--(rewording of
s. 394.57)Identical to House
language.

27.

Transfer of patients (rewording
of s. 394.60)--House & Senate
Are identical.��--;-.,:

27.

Transfer of patients (rewordin�
of s. 394.60)--Same as House
language.

28.

Detention of furloughed person
or escapee on authority of the
department--Amends 959.15(1)
to state that a jailer, warden
or superintendent is authorized
to take a child into their custody
for the purpose of assuring the
delivery of child to appropriate
intake office/DHRS facility; can
only detain for 24 hrs. without
special detention order from judge
(order is to be handled like other
juvenile detention orders).

28.

Detention of furloughed person
or escapee on authority of the
department--Does not amend
s. 959.15(1).

29.

Interstate Compact--Puts in Part IV 29.
of revised law.

Interstate Compact--Places in
delinquency part (part II).
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The Governor's Task Force on Juvenile J11s�ice a�j Deli::q��ncy ?rcvention
<:c--m::::e:-lds S':°;ne.tor Dur.n, the Judi.cia:·:,·-::::2·i:-:-,i�.r.:.l 2::,:..:-.:i :. ·'='-' :=:.:>::: 2.-::,gislative
staff for developln� s11ch a progressiv� piece of legisl��ic::1 after 2 full
years of h9Id work. It is just this kind of critic'.:!.l :·e·,ie·..; that enables
Florida I s juvenile justice system to be consider�d or�;; of the best in the
co1.:.ntry.
Ve f'eel that □ost o:� the proposed ch=-t::-ig-::s i:: CS/S3 11'; s:) a long 1,:ay to\.lard
protecting the rights of juveniles as 1.;ell as protecti;,g ti,e co,:i.=iunity. Among
thos,3 many positive changes that t'.1e Te.st:. Force '�•o'J.lc. lL:e to hi6hlight are
the follo1,.Jing:
1.

Nei✓ (and very necessary) definitio::--1s of "c::--isis ho::nes" and
"c�retaker/ho:nems.kers. 11

2.

Improver.1ents in the cla.ri ty of t!:e sectio::s on LYJ.take and
fingerprinting and photograp'.1ing.

3-

Nmrierous due proce.::;s protectic:1s (rigr:t tc coc.1..---isel, right to
introduce evidence ar,d c:·oss-exs.:c::iLe ,..;i :,::-:_.:,ss, and the utilization
of crimina.l rules of e·1idence at un aci.jt:.dicato::-y he&ring).

4.

The reducti.on of time spent in tetentio:1 after adjudicntion.

The Task "?orce 1,.1j shes for the Com:ni ttee to enterta.Lri fU_:'ther recommendations
that, if accepted, \.Jould make t::e Florida Juve:-,ile Justice P.ct consistently
positive and progressive

1.

Definition of Secure Shelter
There is a very real n eed in the state for shelter care that could be
considered secure because of �round-t�e-clock staffing, but to mandate
th'l.t this type of shelter is physicall::,- restrictive is probler..iatic in that
a duplica.te det<;mtion syste;::i \.Jould be neveloped fr, Floride. at great cost
to the taxpayer. Fu.rthernore, allowing juveclile :10::.-ofte:1ders to be held
in secure settings would �ake Florida i:1eligible fer federal juvenile
justice funds -- money that is already bei�g rut to good use throughout
the state. T\.lenty-fou.r hour continual su;,ervision ::es already been shown
to adequately hold this type of child, an,:: ;,;ith the a·rnilabilit y of crisis
homes, physically restrictive shelters ·..:0u::'..s. oe ll.!'.r.-?cded.
The following change is re::'.orr.!Ile:-:ded:
on page 9, Line 12 -- stri::e "physically restrictive"
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It is o.greed the.t some sa.,ction t_,e s.v.:tilable fo:- r.. :--outh \./ho escapes fro1:1
a Y01.:.th Services facility. IIO'wever, sanctio;,_s are e.2-::-es.dy acbinistratively
available �nd used when a child escapes from a facility to �hich they were
co��it�sd. To defD1e es:ape fro� a detentio:1 to=� as � deli�q�ent act is
all that iE needed and neceEsary to de�l �it:� t�� ���b:e2.
The Task Force suggests the following wording:
on page 58 strike Lines 24-�0 and insert

"39.112 Escapes or attempt0d escapes fro!Il detentio:1 -- An.y escape or
attempted escape by any child who has been placed i;,_ detention care of the
dep�rtment, shall constitute a delinquent act anj s�c'.1 child shall be
subj cc t to the procedures set forth in t!l:i_s c;:a:;::,ter."
3.

Time limits
The consequ,:once3 to the c':1iLi and the detention sys t-e:: of extending to
21 days the time a child cay sit i n de ten tion a-..,rait�!g adjudication are not
viewed positively. Cow·ts and stf\ te attorneys ll!'e c,1r::-ently able to meet
the llr-day limit ,_.,,i th co:1tinuations available for good cs.use. Lengthening
this 11 at limbo !! time period would he a destructive 2it1.:P.tion for the
child and a great expense to the taxp3.yer '..:ith t:-ie e0.-e:.t -1al rise in
population. The way to correct problems thE,t do ccc-.1.r b;:,c.ause of the
14-day limit is to redu:::e the caselos.ds of judges, st3.te e.tto:::-neys,
public defenders, and intake workers.
1

on page 24
4.

Linc 3 -

11

21 '' should be ch:rnged tc "J..L. 11

Juvenile Records
The Task Force feels that in the case of a child who has been accused of
coJllllitting a delinquent act a.�d is subsequently ac1uitted, it should be
mw1datory that the child's records be destroyed upon s�ch finding.
The following change wouJ.d be necessary:
on page 19 Line 23 - strike

5.

11

r;iay" and insert

II

sha:l."

Waiver
The State Attorney should continue to have the dis�retion to initiate
waiver proceedings with the juvenil8 judge makiDg tte final deternination
as is curr�ntly the case. T:1� Pmerican Bar Associat�o:1 and the National
Advisory Corn.mittee on Juvenile Justice have both !='-I'C::!�lgated s t.andards on
the \./aiver issue that, if in effect in Flo:.ida, '..'odd place even fewer
youth "a t risk" of being �·aived than the current st2.tute. Having examined,.1
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the utilization of the current procedures by courts throughout the state�
it is felt that the mechanisms now in use are completely workable and
adequately protect the public safety.
These specific changes are needed:
on page 13 strike Lines 18-20.
on page 14 Line 12 and 13 - strike
insert "or an indictment."

II

an indictment, or infor:r::iation" and

on page 28 strike Lines 4 through 18.

6.

Detention Homes
Current law does not allow the court to correnit an adjudicated delinquent
to a detention home. However, based on a recent court decision, a child
who had not yet been adjudicated delinquent can be held in a training school
co-mingled with children who have been committed to Youth Services and who
have begun their rehabilitation plan. If such practices become widespread,
there is the potential danger that the already over-crowded detention
centers will overflow into the training schools.
The following should be added to the definition of a detention home:
on page 6 Line 8 - insert after the period
"A facility used for the commitment of adjudicated delinquents shall
not be considered a detention home."

